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ID Date Milestone Coord. Status Comments
SC4-5 30.09.06 Service Challenge 4: 

Successful 
completion of 
service phase

J.Shiers Completed - 
performanc
e targets not 

achieved 
(see 

comments 
below)

1) 8 Tier-1s and 20 Tier-2s must have 
demonstrated availability better than 90% of the 
levels specified in Annex 3 of the WLCG MoU 
2) Success rate of standard application test jobs 
greater than 90% (excluding failures due to the 
applications environment and non-availability of 
sites)
3) Performance and throughput tests complete: 
Performance goal for each Tier-1 is the nominal 
data rate that the centre must sustain during LHC 
operation (see Figure 3):  CERN-disk > network > 
Tier-1-tape. Throughput test goal is to maintain for 
one week an average throughput of 1.6 GB/s from 
disk at CERN to tape at the Tier-1 sites. All Tier-1 
sites must participate.

DRC-4 30.09.06 1.6 GB/s data 
recording 
demonstration at 
CERN: 
Data generator  disk 

 tape sustaining 1.6 
GB/s for one week 
using the CASTOR 
mass storage system.

B.Panzer removed This milestone was intended to check the 
concurrent running of all 4 experiments in one 
large pool. It is now clear that each of the 4 
experiments will run completely independently 
with slightly different set-ups. We are 
concentrating now on direct data challenges 
together with the experiments .
In the beginning of October we are now running 
e.g. ATLAS at nominal speed, ALICE at nominal 
speed and CMS at 25% - all at the same time. 
This milestone is therefore redundant and will be 
replaced by experiment specific milestones in the 
new planning.

DBS-1 30.09.06 Full LCG database 
service in place 

D.Duellma
nn

On going - 
see 
comment

Completed for Frontier/Squid (CMS Tier-1s) and 
for Oracle/Streams at 6 of the 10 Tier-1s 
concerned. A new milestone will be defined for 
the remaining Oracle Tier-1s.
Testing of Oracle Streams to the phase 1 sites is 
in progress, with only 1 (FZK) passing the tests for 
now.

IS-1 30.09.06 Initial LHC Service in
operation 

J.Shiers Started at 
end of SC4 - 

ramp-up 
and 

commissioni
ng plan to 

be 
developed 

during 4Q06

Capable of handling the full nominal data rate 
between CERN and Tier-1s. The service will be 
used for extended testing of the computing 
systems of the four experiments, for simulation 
and for processing of cosmic-ray data. During the 
following six months each site will build up to the 
full throughput needed for LHC operation, which 
is twice the nominal data rate.

The Service Phase of SC4 has been shown to deliver usable, albeit imperfect, services. The meetings
and other mechanisms set up to coordinate the service (daily & weekly operations meetings, service and 
experiment coordination meetings) have proven successful in resolving the major problems experienced by the 
experiments. Almost all of these issues were solved in production prior to the end date foreseen for SC4 (end 
September 2006), with a couple of remaining issues (LFC, dCache) for which a production release of
the corresponding software was made within 2 weeks of the scheduled end of SC4. This provides a solid basis for 
consolidation and further hardening.

Summary of Progress

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Milestones for the Quarter

Les Robertson

Date
6 Nov 2006

Project Name

WLCG

2006 Q3
Report Period Author Name

WLCG High Level Milestones
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Comments and Additional Information

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

gLite-3.0 was deployed on schedule for the start of SC4. Subsequent releases (gLite-3.0.1,
3.0.2) have been produced and deployed to address many issues and bug fixes. The model of updates for gLite 
has now evolved to facilitate updates of individual components or services, and several of these updates have 
already been produced. The new Resource Broker (RB) has been shown to be capable of around 25-30K job 
submissions per day from a single server. This is acceptable for ATLAS and CMS, but needs to improve over the 
next year.

Applications Area: Two complete software configurations (LCG_46 and LCG_47) have been made available 
during the quarter, including new releases of the ROOT, CORAL, POOL and COOL
packages. The production version of ROOT 5.12.00 was released on July 11th as scheduled, including several 
new functionalities and bug fixes, and a very interesting set of I/O optimizations for remote access such as read 
ahead, request grouping, etc. The development of PROOF has continued, with the main emphasis on 
implementing the ALICE prompt analysis CAF use cases. The Generator services sub-project is being re-
structured as a result of a number of concerns expressed by the leading authors of MC generators. The project 
received the strong support from the experiments to continue under its original mandate: to provide services for 
well-maintained repositories of MC generators on LCG-supported platforms. The new project leader is preparing a 
new plan taking into account their concerns.

Accounting reports for CERN and the Tier-1 sites are produced each month, covering usage of computational and 
storage resources, and the installed and planned capacity. 

The performance targets set for SC4 have not been fully met. The individual data transfer targets for each of the 
Tier-1s was achieved, except in the case of NDGF, at some time during SC4, and the aggregate target of 1.6 GB/s 
from CERN to the Tier-1s was met for a short period. However, the target of long-term stable transfers at this rate 
to tape at the Tier1s was not demonstrated. Site reliability metrics were established in April and measured 
throughout the period of SC4 for CERN and 9 Tier-1s (BNL and NDGF did not participate). The reliability of the 8 
best sites in each of the three months of SC4 was 83%, 86% and 82% respectively, compared with a target of 
88%. While there is some way to go in improving reliability, it should be noted that there were also difficulties with 
the tests and the measurement system during this introductory period, that have now been resolved. The job 
reliability measurement system is under development and is being used within ATLAS and CMS as part of the 
experiment dashboards for some of their workloads, but there was no overall measure of job reliability during SC4.

Disk - tape transfers were performed as part of the ATLAS production exercise starting June 19 to all ATLAS Tier1 
sites at the full nominal rates for ATLAS. This rate is roughly 780MB/s out of CERN, with 40% of this data going to 
tape at the Tier1 (corresponding to the fraction of the data for which that Tier1 has custodial responsibility). 
Concurrent transfers from CMS were also performed during this period at roughly 25% of the nominal rate for 
CMS (some 150MB/s out of CERN). LHCb transfers have since ramped up to the nominal rates and ALICE has 
also demonstrated transfers at the rate expected for pp running, but a consolidated test of all VOs simultaneously 
still has to be performed.

Distributed Database Deployment (3D) - All phase 1 Tier-1 sites are now in operation and in direct contact with the 
experiment teams. The phase 2 site (NDGF, NIKHEF/SARA, PIC and TRIUMF) are all actively working on the 
commissioning of the requested database setups, but were not available as of 1. Oct for experiment use. The 
deployment of the Frontier/Squid system for CMS is complete.

A complete revision of the high level planning for the next 18 months is under way, taking account of the new 
accelerator schedule and the revised experiment requirements.

Following the announcement of the revised schedule for the accelerator in June, and in the light of improved 
information about the operating conditions during 2007/08 and the latest estimates of program performance and 
event sizes, revised estimates of the computing requirements of each of the experiments have been produced. In 
most cases the requirements during 2007 and 2008 are lower than before, offering an opportunity to the funding 
agencies to fulfill these requirements with the funding that is available. However, the revised requirements lead to 
higher nominal data rates between sites, coming primarily from a doubling of the ATLAS ESD size (from 500KB to 
1MB per event) and an increase in the CMS trigger rate. On the other hand, the LHCC referees during the 
comprehensive review of LCG in September recommended that the targets for sustained data rates in 2007 and 
2008 be re-assessed taking account of the expected machine efficiency. This has to be discussed as part of the 
planning activity during the fourth quarter. 

A meeting took place between LCG and NDGF in September. A set of points was established to be followed up 
during the next quarter, and an agreement was reached to integrate NDGF into the LCG planning.

Milestones Changes and Actions

WLCG High Level Milestones
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Status Comments
SC4-NW-6 31.07.06 Postponed 

31.10.06
Disk - tape transfers were performed as part of the 
ATLAS production exercise starting June 19 to all 
ATLAS Tier1 sites at the full nominal rates for ATLAS. 
This rate is roughly 780MB/s out of CERN, with 40% of 
this data going to tape at the Tier1 (corresponding to 
the fraction of the data for which that Tier1 has 
custodial responsibility). Concurrent transfers from 
CMS were also performed during this period at roughly 
25% of the nominal rate for CMS (some 150MB/s out 
of CERN). LHCb transfers have since ramped up to the 
nominal rates and ALICE has also demonstrated 
transfers at the rate expected for pp running, but a 
consolidated test of all VOs simultaneously still has to 
be performed. To be meaningful, the on-going cycle of 
CASTOR2 upgrades and - were applicable - dCache, 
need to be completed. This is unlikely to be the case 
prior to end-October 2006.

SC4-NW-7 Not done. Not done. Site stability has still not been achieved and 
this is considered a pre-requisite. 

SC4-SRV-
1

On-going Discussions in this respect are on-going. The situation 
has been clarified with RAL and FZK and an in-depth 
review of CNAF is foreseen for the 3rd week of 
November. Other than NDGF, which continues to be 
absent from these tests, these sites have displayed the 
most problems in the throughput tests carried out over 
the summer.

SC4-TRN-
1

Done A "Service Challenge Technical Day" was held at 
CERN as scheduled, focussing both on the results and 
recommendations from the SC4 Service Phase, as well 
as the issue of monitoring (with a view to delivering 
MoU quality services). This latter session revealed that 
a great deal of work was going on in the area of 
monitoring (site monitoring, Grid monitoring, 
experiment dashboards etc.) but that these efforts 
were not being globally coordinated. This has been 
raised both in the LHCC comprehensive review of LCG 
and to the MB. A follow up session is foreseen for the 
WLCG Collaboration Workshop in January 2007.

SC Tech Day, CERN 
September 15th

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3

Service Challenge 4
Project Name Date

2 Oct 2006

Author Name
Jamie Shiers

Milestones for the Quarter

Demonstrate stable disk-
disk and disk-tape 
transfers at full nominal 
rates for pp running to the 
majority of Tier1 sites, 
using a combination of 
experiment and DTEAM 
driven transfers

On a site-by-site basis, 
agree a plan for obtaining 
the required level of 
service stability and data 
rates, assuming that one 
or more sites do not fully 
meet the above targets.

Perform disk - tape 
transfers to 6 Tier1 
centres at full nominal 
rates for the sum of the 
VOs supported by the site 
in question.

Service Challenge
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SC4-TRN-
2

Done This workshop was held as foreseen, focussing on the 
specific issues of the FZK "Tier2 cloud'. The site status 
reports, produced according to a pre-agreed template, 
should that Tier2 preparation was largely in hand, but 
that Tier2-Tier1 communications, particularly focussing 
on the experiments' requirements, needed to be 
strengthened. The complications of supporting many 
Tier2 sites, of which a significant number support 
multiple VOs, across EGEE ROC and national 
boundaries, was high-lighted. A follow-up event is 
foreseen in Prague prior to the April 2007 GDB.

Status Comments

FZK federation workshop, 
Munich September 18-19

Summary of Progress
The Service Phase of SC4 has been shown to deliver usable, albeit imperfect, services. The meetings 
and other mechanisms setup (daily & weekly operations meetings, service and experiment coordination 
meetings) have proven successful in resolving the major problems experienced by the experiments. 
Almost all of these issues were solved in production prior to the end date foreseen for SC4 (end 
September 2006), with a couple of remaining issues (LFC, dCache) for which a production release of 
the corresponding software was made within 2 weeks of the end of SC4. This provides a solid basis for 
consolidation and further hardening, notwithstanding the issues listed below.

Stable transfers from Tier0 to tape at all of the Tier1s at full nominal rates have still not been 
demonstrated. Latest estimates of these data rates lead to a higher nominal rate of 2GB/s, primarily 
from a doubling of the ATLAS ESD size (from 500KB to 1MB per event) and an assumed similar 
inflation for CMS. Transfers between Tier1 - Tier1 and Tier1 - Tier2 sites also have to be demonstrated 
as part of stable services - an activity which is expected to take much of 2007 to complete. A number of 
additional components needed to be added to the service, including production Distributed Database 
Services, SRM v2.2-based services, as well as support for VOMS roles.

Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

Outstanding Issues and Problems

Comments and Additional Information

Milestones for Next Quarter

Service Challenge
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

ASGC-18 22.05.06 completed could not meet the schedule due to the 
delay of castor v2 implementation

MOU-1 01.04.06 950 400 100 500 75 moved to 
01.07.06

from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

ASGC-19 30.04.06 completed details are put in summary

ASGC-28 01.07.06 completed confirming spec with vendor, should 
turn to old H model of IBM blades in 
this expansion.

ASGC-28 01.07.06 completed confirming spec with vendor, should 
turn to old H model of IBM blades in 
this expansion.

MOU-1 01.07.06 950 400 100 500 100

ASGC-29 20.12.06 delay experiement users need separate 
channel on different box to avoid 
interferrence from other transfer 
activities (comment 10)

ASGC-30 13.07.06 completed due to the mysql dead lock problem, 
hope moving to oracle help solving the 
problem.

ASGC-31 07.12.06 delay to save management effort, we're 
planning to merge two different castor 
fabrics together. (comment 11)

ASGC-32 11.09.06 completed see comments below for new deadline 
proposed (1).

ASGC-33 28.08.06 completed comment (9)

ASGC-34 31.08.06 completed more details in comment (4) below.

ASGC-35 01.09.06 completed one RAC group will be ready before 21 
Aug., and continue with the other one.

ASGC-36 15.09.06 completed prefer to have people on duty and 
have experts on call. 

ASGC-37 07.10.06 completed  4 tape servers are required to 
substain the transfer rate requested 
(update in comment 8)

ASGC-38 28.09.06 completed CERN CASTOR confirm the 
SLC4/ia32/XFS will lead to stack 
overflow

proposal for 24x7 experiment support

4 tape server setup, preparion for CMS 
CSA06

migrate CASTOR-SC disk servers into new 
smp server with x86_64 kernel

Start procurement of CPU, Disk and Tape

migrate 3D services to new RAC clusters

FTS channel validation (T2 -> T1 and from 
ASGC to other T1 sites)

two RAC servers ready for Grid/Castor/3D 
services

split fts channels into two different servers

migrate fts backend DB to oracle

production/SC CASTOR merged

CASTOR v2 implementation for new tape 
system (280TB) 

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name Date

ASGC 2 Oct 2006

Report Period Author Name

2006 Q3 Jason Shih

Milestones for the Quarter

new Tape system, 280T, in operation

CASTOR2 Data migration done (phase 1)

Start procurement of CPU, Disk and Tape

ASGC
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CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

730 82 100 240 75

ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

ASGC-39 15.10.06 complete complete new procurement

ASGC-40 30.10.06 complete complete new procurement

ASGC-41 30.12.06 in progress revise comment (3)

ASGC-42 30.12.06 in progress revise comment (3)

ASGC-43 15.12.06 in progress

34. functionality/performance and stability of data transfers carried out with ASGC FTS channels have been done 
un schedule. details of all testing results can be found at APROC wiki page, at http://lists.grid.sinica.edu.tw/apwiki
36. 24x7 operation model have been delivered in latest WLCG review at CERN.
37. setting of another 3 tape servers was delayed due to the sufficient throughput carried out from single tape 
server, to meet basic requirement of cms csa06. 
38. migration have been completed before the official startup of cms csa06. around 100% uccessfully rate have 
been reached during the past two weeks, since t0 start sending data to all cms t1 sites via phedex.

32. new tape server, base on v2 of castor, have been valiated and functional well one week before CMS csa06 
st+L26art, two weeks delay due to the integration of castor v2 tape components and v1 stager.
33. 3d services have been migrated to new RAC servers, currently configured with two nodes only (cool of Atlas). 
The 3d services are migrated from single oracle db into one of the RAC group defined in action item 35.

another 288kSI2k installed

expand 36TB (split into 3 disk servers) to 
castorSC (mid of CSA06)

Summary of Progress
29. currently, with single fts server and splitting backend oracle db are sufficient eough for handeling t1/t2 transfers 
via ddm and phedex of atlas and cms respectively. we decide to delay of splitting of fts channel of cms/atlas into 
different boxes unless if needed.
31. the merge of production castor server have been delayed due to late confirmation from CERN FIO for the 
generic procedures of castor v2 and v1 integra+L26tion. will postpone the action item to mid of Nov.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Comments

470kSI2k procurement

360TB storage procurement

ATLAS complete currently atlas ddm(dq2) was installed on ASGC vobox

CMS

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

ALICE
StatusVO

LHCb

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

Milestones for Next Quarter

Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

Comments

glite CE installation

ASGC
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ASGC-21 30.12.06 950 400 100 500

4. the site contact and srm endpoints have been defined before, and SRM services are well tested during the 
recent 
validation either via FTS channel configured or direct contact from client srmcp requests. Ongoing T1/T2 and T2 -> 
T1 
FTS validation will help validating if all channels configured for other T1 works fine as well and T2 sites can also 
send 
file back to us with same channel defined.  (update: further transfer validation via Atlas DDM have prove that all 
channels configured for T2 sites can pass in/out data transfer testing. Same validtion have also been carried out 
via CMS Phedex, and we also dont have prob for those sites joining CSA06, except for the well known 
Castor/SRM issue, and this is not related to FTS functionality but referring to software bug.)
5. two milestone have of storage and blade system procurement have been completed in time. All new resources 
are online now and integrated into site services.
6. New funding source help extending the storage and computing resources (see milestone point 41 and 42), to 
pledged number. That can fulfill the requirement defined in MoU end of 2006.

3. From recent procurement, we will expand the resource, disk space in our concerns, to 100TB (25%, comparing 
from  the capacity proporsed) end of Sept., and will focus resource expansion on disk next year. Base on recent 
expansion, we'll add 290 KSI2k into WLCG resources, plus original 420KSI2k, we can meet 67% the capacity 
proposed for end of this year. 

7. ASGC only support two LHC experiment, say Atlas and CMS. So far, only Atlas DDM (DQ2) need VOBOX 
services, that we only have provided dedicated grid services for Atlas DDM operations in SC4.
8. CASTOR tape server setup/configuration have been completed, and two tape servers are online and connecting 
to SC castor. Another two will be reserved for internal testing only. Total throughput drive by two LTO3 tape drives 
should be sufficient for ongoing CMS CSA06 and Atlas DDM operations.
9. Old 3D RAC cluster have been migrated to new dual core system, from IA64 servers. This help improving the 
reliability and release the management cost. So far, only the services hosted on old 3D cluster are migrated, and 
reconfigured, new requested services are not installed yet.
10. the split of FTS channel seems not that urgent, and we didnt have problem sustaining incoming transfer 
requests from two supported VO. that we decided to postpone reconfiguring the channel end of this year, where 
transfer validation are almost complete.

11. the integration of old castor server and new SC castor was delay due to the conflicts  of CMS CSA06 
experiment, and we're planning to deal with two stager catalogue integration after CSA06 complete, that is around 
first week of Nov., and schedule this event to be completed in three weeks.
12. We are planning to integrate ASGC's AMS hardware/software database with Nagios.  AMS will export 
information about production Grid services and a configuration agent will generate a Nagios configuration that is 
consistent with the AMS DB.
13. To respond quickly to incidents at the T1 center, we need to design a 24x7 operations model for the T1 center. 
The most straight forward way to do this is to have engineers on-site who can react quickly.

1. new deadline for castor v2 implementation. The testing bed have pass generic functional testing with help from 
CERN FIO experts. And new tape server will be splitted into castor v1 and castor v2. Since we're doing 
performance testing on old castor v1 with new LTO tape drive. To have castor v1 online will be the backup plan if 
castor v2 couldnt meet the schedule of upcoming CMS CSA06.
2. the delay of castor v2 implemetation arise from lacking of LSF license at the beginning, and later with some 
package dependence error in recent update of castor v2 rpm files. We sync the enviroment of our castor v2 
testbed as well as the version of Oracle to be identical to what we learned from CERN CASTOR v2 servers. After 
that, simple functional testing with strange question mark returned, DB experts from CERN recomment changing 
the default character set from UTF to WE8ISO8859P1, now we're operating the castor v2 well, only we're setting 
up the tape server at the same time. (update: the implementation of Castor V2 have been completed, only this is 
restriced to testbed only, rather than adopt for production system. And we're integrating the stager catagloue into V2

Comments and Additional Information

ASGC
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ASGC-44 30.09.07 in progress comment (12)

ASGC-45 30.03.07 in progress comment (13)

Comments and Additional Information

24x7 monitoring and support operation

24x7 support scenarios verified and tested

Milestones for 2007

ASGC
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
IN-06-10 31.05.06

15.07.06
800 400 Reschedul

ed
The increase of compute capacity for 
LHC experiments will be done by 
mid-July 2006, instead of end May.

IN-06-18 30.06.06
31.12.06

Ongoing Several monitoring tools being used 
for better spotting problems with grid 
services. Grid services being 
progressively integrated into the 
24x7 operations procedures. This 
task will remain ongoing at least until 
the end of 2006.

MOU-1 01.07.06 1170 520 200 535 200 from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

IN-06-Q3-1 15.07.06 Complete The first slice of the CPU capacity 
scheduled to be added in 2006 was 
put in production during the first half 
of July.

IN-06-Q3-2 15.07.06 800 400 Complete

IN-06-Q3-3 30.07.06 Complete 150 MB/sec to tape were shown in 
July with Atlas data coming from 
CERN. 250 MB/sec to disk were 
already demonstrated in June.

IN-06-Q3-4 15.07.06 200

IN-06-Q3-5 30.06.06
15.09.06

Reschedul
ed

Due to delivery delays, this 
milestone is rescheduled for the 4th 
quarter.

IN-06-Q3-6 15.09.06 Complete 265 dual-core dual-processor worker 
nodes were added to increase the 
capacity of the whole site. With this 
addition we reach the planned 
capacity for the 4 LHC experiments 

IN-06-Q3-7 15.09.06 1170 300

IN-06-Q3-8 30.09.06
15.12.06

Reschedul
ed

Due to delivery delays, this 
milestone is rescheduled for the 4th 
quarter. However, the disk storage 
capacity for the 4 experiments has 
been increased according to their 
requests.

IN-06-Q3-9 30.09.06 516 535

IN-06-Q3-10 30.09.06 Complete The evaluation phase for preparing 
procurement of the a cartridge library 
is finished. The formal procurement 
process can now start.

Improve monitoring of the site's grid 
services and progressively integrate them 
into the existing operational procedures for 

24x7 service of the whole site.

Additional CPU capacity operational (+140 
k SI2K).

Capacity to sustain a nominal rate of 200 
MB/sec to tape demonstrated.

Evaluation for automated cartridge 
library/tape drives upgrade completed

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3

CC-IN2P3
Project Name Date

2 Oct 2006

Author Name
Fabio Hernandez

Milestones for the Quarter

First slice of the purchased additional disk 
storage capacity operational.

Additional CPU capacity operational (+370 
k SI2K).

Second slice of the purchased additional 
disk storage capacity operational.

CC-IN2P3
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IN-06-Q3-11 30.09.06 Complete Replication of a LHCb conditions 
database was shown between 
CERN and CC-IN2P3.

IN-06-Q3-12 30.09.06 Complete The FTS service is operational and 
configured with the requested 
channels for Atlas, CMS and LHCb. 
Extensive data transfer tests 
between CC-IN2P3 and several 
associated Tier-2s have been 
performed in collaboration with Atlas 
and CMS.  In addition, the support 
for the 'ops' VO was added.

IN-06-Q3-13 30.09.06 Complete The hardware for the MySQL-based 
LFC service for local catalogues 
were upgraded to a more powerful 
and robust machine. Local 
catalogues for Alice, LHCb and Atlas 
are in operation.

IN-06-Q3-14 30.09.06 Complete A reconfiguration of the core 
services of HPSS is underway. The 
goal is to better manage workload 
and separate data and meta data for 
LHC experiments. This work will 
continue during the 4th quarter.

IN-06-Q3-15 30.09.06 Ongoing The development of some tools for 
operation (monitoring and problem 
diagnosing) of the dCache 
installation has started. This work is 
expected to be continued during 4th 
quarter.

IN-06-11 30.06.06
30.09.06

300 Reschedul
ed

The additional storage capacity will 
be installed during August and 
October 2006.

CMS

ATLAS

LHCb In Operation

Comments

LCG-3D: inital production environment for 
replication of Oracle data bases 

operational.

FTS channels to all associated Tier-2s 
defined and validated for all the interested 

experiments.

In Operation

Summary of Progress
● After some delivery delays, the additional CPU capacity planned for 2006 was finally put in production during 
this quarter.
● The evaluation process for preparing the procurement of a new automated cartridge library finished. The 
formal procurement is planned to start in the 4th quarter with the goal of puting the new hardware in production 
during spring 2007.
●  The cooling capacity of the machine room was upgraded. Major efforts were devoted during this quarter for 
the project of upgrading the power infrastructure. This is still ongoing work.

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
VO Status

Hardware for LFC service will be 
upgraded.

First phase of reconfiguration of HPSS 
performed.

In Operation

In Operation

Deployment of tools for operation of 
dCache started.

ALICE

CC-IN2P3
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CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

1170 60 200 535 150

ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

IN-06-Q4-1 01.10.06

IN-06-Q4-2 31.12.06

IN-06-Q4-3 31.12.06 These works may last until late 
january or mid-february.

IN-06-Q4-4 31.10.06 This service is already backed by 
Oracle 10g but needs a hardware 
and software upgrade.

IN-06-Q4-5 30.11.06 Some performance issues were 
discovered during the previous tests. 
We want to test if they are related to 
the current hardware/software 
configuration.

IN-06-Q4-6 15.12.06 Support for 'ops' VO will also be 
added.

IN-06-Q4-7 31.12.06

IN-06-Q4-8 15.12.06 The dCache database will be 
migrated to a separate node than the 
head node. In addition, a 
reconfiguraion of the dCache 
database into 'archive' and 'current' 
will be peformed. The 'archive' data 
will be regularly migrated to a 
separate machine to keep the site of 
the database at an acceptable level.

Tier-1 grid services fully integrated into the 
existing 24x7 operational procedures

Works for upgrading machine room power 
and cooling completed.

Comments
(%)

88.00% The avalability figure is the average of 
availability scores in july, august and 
september 2006.

Milestones for Next Quarter

●  The whole site suffered a power outage the first week of september. The problem was identified and 
appropriate measures were taken, including the setup of more strict measurement procedures and tools.
● The problem of interfacing our batch scheduling system (BQS) to a gLiteCE is still unsolved. This problem 
has been reported to the appropriate technical bodies (SA1 and TCG). The difficulties in testing the system 
resulted in little concrete progress on this.
●  The disk storage purchased for satisfying year 2006 needs has suffered a 2-month delivery delay. Fortunately, 
we were able to satisfy the experiments known requirements with our installed capacity and with some hardware 
lent by the storage bid winner.
●  A complete shutdown of the site will be performed from 15th to 18th december 2006. This exceptional 
shutdown is needed by the major upgrade of the power infrastructure that is underway and will last until early 
2007. Efforts have been devoted to minimize the downtime of the site to only 4 days, over a week-end.

Availability

Begin new cartridge library/tape drives 
formal procurement process

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Configuration of the dCache database 
modified for improving operation.

Upgrade the FTS server and install the 
most recent release of FTS software.

Perform a new campaing of data transfer 
tests with the upgraded FTS service and 

compare results with previous tests.

Migration of LFC service to the Oracle 10g 
cluster performed.

All pre-production services will run on 
virtual machines.

CC-IN2P3
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IN-06-Q4-9 15.12.06 An initial version of the gLite CE 
integrated to BQS will be tested in 
the pre-production system.

IN-06-Q4-10 31.12.06

IN-06-Q4-11 31.12.06 The databases for LHC data will be 
hosted by 2 additional machines (for 
licensing and operational reasons). 
Currently, the non-dedicated Oracle 
cluster is composed of 2 machines.

Comments and Additional Information

dcache v1.7 deployed.

Hardware configuration for the Oracle 
cluster upgraded.

Initial version of BQS-backed gLite CE 
ready for testing

CC-IN2P3
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Status Comments

DR-6 30.04.05
31.08.06

canceled We have tested up to 1 GB/s during 
April/May but not for a longer period. 
There was a problem with the CASTOR2 
load balancing mechanism. This test was 
meant to check the concurrent running of 
all 4 experiments in one large pool. It is in 
the mean time clear that the 4 experiments 
will run completely independent with 
slightly different set-ups. We are 
concentrating now on direct data 
challenges together with the experiments . 
In the beginning of October we are now 
running e.g. ATLAS at nominal speed, 
ALICE at nominal speed and CMS at 25%  
and all at the same time. There is thus no 
need anymore for this milestone.

DR-7 30.06.06 complete All production and general user work 
migrated to Castor by June 9th. Final 
Castor 1 service for LHC was switched off 
in the beginning of June

DR-9 31.01.06 delayed until 
November

Details about the new planning and status 
can be found here 
:http://agenda.cern.ch/askArchive.php?bas
e=agenda&categ=a057132&id=a057132s
5t16%2Ftransparencies%2FSRM-v22-
ML.ppt     Part of this new planning is the 
delivery of version 2.2 and not anymore 
2.1

DTT-1 31.01.06
31.12.06

suspended After some iterations with the 4 
experiments the architectures and the 
different plans have been collected in the 
following web page : 
https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/D
aqTierZeroTierOnePlanning              but 
the fine grain details are still to be sorted 
out. The internal milestones of the 
experiments are not really compatible in all 
cases with the specified LCG milestones. 

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name

Bernd Panzer-Steindel

CERN
Project Name

Migration to CASTOR 2 complete for 
LHC experiments
This requires commitments from all 
experiments to allocate staff to testing 
and migration.
Castor 2 with SRM 2.1 available for 
installation on sites outside CERN

This requires the sites running Castor to 
plan the migration to Castor 2

DAQ - TIER 0 - TIER 1
Architecture and Plan for the DAQ – 
Tier-0 Integration and Testing

Document providing:
1. a detailed architecture for the 
integration of the four DAQ systems with 
the Tier-0 facility in the Computer Centre
2. implementation plan
3. testing plan with milestones to 
demonstrate nominal LHC data rates by 
end December 2006 and full operational 
capability by end April 2007.

Date
2 Oct 2006

DATA RECORDING

CASTOR 2

Milestones for the Quarter

T0 buffer performance of 1 GB/s
Expand this to the T0 buffer setup at 1 
GB/s.

The availability of hardware and software at the ALICE pit was shifted again to the end of 
September. In the first week of October we were able to run at 1.3 GB/s data transfers into 
Castor and about 1 GB/s tape writing for 2-3 days.

CERN
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DTT-2 31.01.06
31.12.06

suspended see previous comment for milestone DTT-
1

DTT-3 30.04.06
30.06.06

Delayed 
until the end 
of October

The availability of hardware and software at the 
ALICE pit was shifted again to the end of 
September. In the first week of October we were 
able to run at 1.3 GB/s data transfers into Castor 
and about 1 GB/s tape writing for 2-3 days.

TAPE-2 31.08.06 complete The "start-up" tape configuration was 
decided in the middle of August taking into 
account the new beam start-up scenario.

CC-2 31.05.06 partially 
complete, 
new date is 
end oog 
November

Work delayed due to asbestos concerns, 
work safety issues and adverse weather.
Three 1.5MW chillers now in service and 
majority of cooling stations upgraded. 
Installation of sensors and automatism 
now starting.

CC-3 30.06.06
18.07.06

completed The new UPS system entered production 
on the 27th of  July.

CC-4 30.09.06 delayed unitl 
end of 
january 
2007

the full UPS upgrade to 2.5 MW will take 
place at the  end of January

Testing Plan for the end-to-end DAQ – 
Tier-0 – Tier-1 system
1. testing plan with milestones to 
demonstrate full data path from DAQ to 
Tier-0, recording on tape, reconstruction, 
distribution to Tier-1s, recording on tape 
at Tier-1s
2. by end July 2006 – at least 2 
experiments each with at least 3 Tier-1s 
(Level 1 milestone), 200 MB/sec 
aggregate throughput (should include the 
conditions database)
3. by end Feb 2007 – all Tier-1s, full 
functionality and nominal data rates (see 
Figure 3). By this time the conditions 
database must be included

ALICE DC at 1 GB/s
Run the ALICE DC at 1 GB/s in ROOT 
format and with the ALICE DAQ at Point 
2. 1 GB/s is the average over one week 
measured as the input data rate into the 
Castor managed disk pool (consistent 
with the tape data rate). There are at 
most 4 periods of a maximum of 12 
hours where the average data rate is 
below 1 GB/s and at the minimum of 800 
MB/s.

TAPE EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION
Decision on “start-up” Tape 
Configuration
Following an evaluation of the equipment 
installed in January 2006 decide on the 
supplier(s) and plan the final (start-up) 
configuration
– to be presented to Finance Committee 
by the end of the year and installed in 
January 2007.

First part of the physics service UPS 
installed (1200 KW)

Cooling and ventilation upgrade 
complete

COMPUTER CENTRE 

Second part of physics service UPS 
(+800 KW)

CERN
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CC-5 01.01.07 To be ready for IS-2 in High Level plan. 

ID Date CPU Disk WAN=
>Disk

Tape WAN=
>Tape

(kSI2K
)

(TB) (MB/se
c)

(TB) (MB/se
c)

MOU-1 01.07.0
6

2400+
1000

230+
540

1600 1500+0 800 from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

ACQ-2 15.09.0
6

2400+
1000

230+
540

1550+0

CPU Disk N=>Dis
k

Tape N=>Tap
e(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec

)
(TB) (MB/sec

)

2400+
1000

230+
540

1550+0

LHCb ok

ATLAS ok

made 

CMS ok

We added more than 200 TB of disk space to the Castor2 pools of ATLAS and CMS for their data challenges 
which started in September. These are extra resources on top of their 2006 allocation as part of our data 
challenge strategy and will be removed after the successful conclusion of the ongoing challenges.
Ongoing efforts to improve the Grid services in terms of reliability and performance, e.g. The performance of the 
RB nodes was investigated in a very detailed manner and the file systems were afterwards reconfigured, which 
improved the overall performance by a factor 3.

At the end of September a detailed LHCC review of the LCG project took place: 
http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a057132

A site-wide power cut interrupted the computer center service for several hours on the 29th of July, even the 
critical (diesel-backed-up) services were effected. Power and cooling is still a general issue and extrapolations for 
the next 5 years show that we will run into problems some times around 2010. A working group on this topic is 
planned for November.

All new resources which will be installed from October onwards will run SLC4 by default. CMS will run their CSA06 a

VO Status Comments
ALICE ok

Summary of Progress
ATLAS finished their T0 data challenge successfully in the beginning of July. The system was running at nominal 
speed for more than 2 weeks. The DAQ was emulated as the installations at the pit were not ready yet and also 
the software setup was not available yet. The transfers to the T1sites reach a maximum of 500 MB/s but not the 
required 780 MB/s, some instabilities on different sites.  CMS started to implement and test their new T0 setup in 
July and preparations for their large CSA06 test started in September. There was some impressive progress 
during that period on the experiment side. Due to installation problems on the experiment site the ALICE data 
challenge VII only started with some basic tests in September.
During the month of June we saw the first time ever scalability problems with LSF. These effected only re-
configuration procedures and caused for some time a slow response of the system in the morning for 1h. The 
problem was fixed by Platform computing but took some time to debug and identify.

Comments
Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

PROCESSOR AND DISK ACQUISITION

Definition and planning of the operational 
coverage

CERN
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Di
sk

Tape N=>Ta
pe

Status Comments

(kSI2K
)

(TB) (MB/se
c)

(TB) (MB/se
c)TAPE-3 30.11.06 this will most probably be done already in 

the middle of October

Comments and Additional Information

Milestones for Next Quarter

References and Hyperlinks

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Milestones Changes and Actions

Acquisition of start-up tape equipment 
agreed by Finance Committee

The delay in the full chain data challenges (DAQ involved) is of some worry. All expriments are realizing this and 
make some effort to have these kind of DC's planned for in the first part of 2007. The 24*7 support detailes are 
under discussion and proposals are in preparation to solve some of the CERN internal administration issues.

CERN
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

01.01.06 150

GK-06-7 Mar 06
Apr 06

done in April CPU: Expansion with 500 
kSI of existing
530 kSI
Procurement process 
running; precise date of 
delivery to be defined after 
selection of contractor.
CPUs have been delivered 
and mounted in the racks in 
April. 

GK-06-8 21.03.06
10.04.06
31.07.06

done in July delayed due to manpower 
issues in favour of support 
of the production 
environment but finally 
done in July.

OPN-2 31.03.06 done Done with delay caused 
by network provider in 

July. See GK-06-09.

MOU-1 01.04.06 1030 280 200 393 200 moved to 
01.07.06

from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

GK-06-9 31.03.06
31.05.06
31.07.06

done Network: 2x 10 Gbps for 
2006 complete and 
operational.
Done in July.

SC4-4 31.05.06 Level 1

MOU-1 01.07.06 1030 280 200 393 200 from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

GK-06-14 Jul 06 done Disk: Expansion with 200 
TB of existing 80 TB.
Disks have been delivered 
and mounted to racks.

GK-06-17 01.07.06 1030 280 200 395 200 Done with 
slight delay 
for CPU in 

August.

Partially 
done for 
disk. See 
capacity 

available at 
the end of 
the quarter

CPU: Upgrade for 2006 
resources complete and 
operatinal.

Disk: upgrade for 2006 
complete and operational.

Milestones for the Quarter

Network: Additional 10 Gbps OPN GridKa-CERN 
operational

Pre-production services installed and ready for 
testing by experiments

Tier-0/1 high performance network operational

SC4: Start of stable service phase

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name
Holger Marten

FZK / GridKa
Project Name Date

4.10.2006

CPU: delivery, installation, configuration, tests

Disk: configuration and testing of new hardware

FZK/GridKA
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GK-06-18 31.07.2006
Dec 06

in progress Work in progress but end 
date of the milestone 
delayed. Needs further 
input from the storage 
working group concerning 
implementation of storage 
classes.

GK-06-27 Aug 06 done

GK-06-19 Sep 06
Oct 06

done

GK-06-20 30.09.2006
Dec 2006

in progress Work in progress but end 
date of the milestone 
delayed. Needs feedback 
from administration and 
Overview Board concerning 
realization and cost 
(milestones GK-06-23 and 
06-24).

DBS-8 30.09.06 Level 1

GK-06-21 30.09.06 done

SC4-5 30.09.06 Level 1

DBS-1 30.09.06 Level 1

IS-1 30.09.06 Level 1

CPUs
CPUs were delivered to GridKa by the vendor in time. However, stable operation thereof largely suffered from 
incompatibilities between the CPUs and the mainboards, and several bios upgrades were necessary to fix this 
(see also QR2/2006). Concerning the compute power, GridKa is finally running at full MoU 2006 capacity since 
about the middle of August (GK-06-7 and GK-06-17).

FTS transfer tests
FTS connections almost all T1 and T2 centres known and available until September 2006 were set up and 
tested. Respective configurations are permanently optimized during the service challanges. 

start procurement of LAN hardware and cabeling 
for 2007

Concept for 24x7 operations (on-call services, 
shifts) available for GridKa

Full Database service in place - milestone for all 
Tier-1 sites
Full Database services in place at GridKa

SC4: Successful completion of service phase

Full LHC database service in place

Initial LHC service in operation 

Summary of Progress

Analysis & classification of Tier-1 services 
concerning 24x7 availability and system stability 
available for GridKa

start procurement of of CPUs for 2007

OPN at GridKa+A19
Delivery of the OPN connection to T0 was delayed for several months by the network providers. Afterwards it was 
implemented and carefully tested, and finally went into producion on July 25 without any problems (GK-06-9).

Other physical  GridKa to Tier-0/1 connections
The following list concerns additional  physical connections planned at GridKa besides the OPN link:
Full 10 Gbps Internet connectivity available for GridKa - Tier2 traffic.
GridKa - INFN (T1) connection available and currently tested.
GridKa - NIKHEF (T1) connection planned for end of October (added milestone GK-06-28)
GridKa - IN2P3 (T1) connection planned for end of December (added milestone GK-06-31)
GridKa - CERN (T0) additional dedicated OPN backup link planned for Q2/2007 (added milestone for 2007)

FZK/GridKA
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CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

1030 200 (280) 200 395 200

FTS
The reviewers ask to provide detailed milestones on tested FTS transfers to all associated centres and 
availability thereof. This is not possible on short time scales. The list of associated Tier-2s has been revised in 
September 2006, and some of these candiates seem to have not yet reached a stable status for testing. A lot of 
configuration and optimization is still ongoing, with parameter adjustments at the sites for dCache, dpm setup, 
firewalls etc. We suggest that the experiments check the status of "their" Tier-2s and provide an overview of their 
readiness and complete the list of respective contact persons where not available, such that transfer tests with all 
respective Tier-1s can be scheduled in a coordinated way. This activity could be either activated through the MB 
or GDB. The LCG management might also envision to include Tier-2s into regular availability tests and 
accounting statistics.

SRM endpoints
The reviewers ask for general milestones about the definition and testing of the SRM endpoints. The current 
existing SRM endpoints at GridKa have been tested and are used within the service challenges and tests of the 
experiments. However, final SRM endpoints and testing thereof can only be planned if a detailed schedule for the 
final roll-out of SRM 2.x with respective storage class implementations becomes available..

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Comments

Availability  is interpreted as allocated and usable  by the 
VOs in the sense of the monthly accounting reports.

For disk, the installed  capacity (in the sense of the 
accounting reports) is equal to the MoU capacity 2006 of 
280 TB.

glite 3.0installed

CMS installed

glite 3.0

ALICE

installed

VO Status

PhEDEX up and running; migration of DB proxy to new hardware 
under discussion for beginning of next year

LHCb Core software installed by GridKa, rest by LHCb

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

24x7 Monitoring
FZK/GridKa is already operating a monitoring framework including automatic failure reporting by email and SMS 
since many  years. However, the inclusion of grid services is yet realized, and a respective milestone is designed 
for this (GK-06-34).

Disk
Disks for full MoU capacity 2006 (280 TB) have been delivered, configured and tested. The roll-out is done 
stepwise according to the experiments needs as soon as requirements concerning dCache  / tape backend is 
specified (GK-06-14 and GK-06-17). Allocated disk space for experiments was about 135 TB at the end of 
August and is of the order of 200 TB at the time of writing this report.

Tape
MoU capacity 2006 completed in April. Since the next tape robot is purchased and delivery is scheduled for 
October, no significant delays are expected for 2007.

Database Services
Complete and operational.

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

Comments

ATLAS installed

FZK/GridKA
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ID Date CPU Disk WAN=>Disk Tape WAN=>Tap Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

GK-06-22 Oct 06 addtional 10 LTO3 drives 
and 300 TB media (total 
available 950 TB)

GK-06-23 Oct 06

GK-06-28 31.10.06

GK-06-29 31.10.06

GK-06-30 31.10.06

GK-06-24 Nov-06

GK-06-25 Nov-06

GK-06-26 Dec 06

GK-06-31 31.12.06

GK-06-32 31.12.06

GK-06-33 31.12.06

GK-07-8 31.03.07

GK-07-9 30.06.07 gLite CE hasn't yet been 
tested by developers; 
currently no better time 
scales available

GridKa - IN2P3 T1-T1 WAN connection 
operational

GridKa - NIKHEF T1-T1 WAN connection 
operational

Upgrade to dCache v1.6.6.5 or 1.7.0 done

Installation of LAN cabeling for hardware 2007

Delivery of racks for hardware 2007; installation 
for chilled water and electricity

Procurement of LAN active components for 2007 
started

Milestones for Next Quarter

References and Hyperlinks

Added Milestones
GK-06-28  GridKa - NIKHEF (T1-T1) WAN connection operational
GK-06-29  dCache upgrade to v1.6.6.5 or 1.7.0
GK-06-30  Procurement of active LAN components for 2007
GK-06-31  GridKa - IN2P3 (T1-T1) WAN connection operational
GK-06-32  site contact for experiments defined
GK-06-33  24x7 monitoring complete and operational
GK-07-8    24x7 operation scenarios verified, tested and operational
GK-07-9    gLite CE installed and tested

GridKa availability
During the last months FZK/GridKa largely suffered from dCache instabilities. Several activities were started to 
analyse these issues and to design work-arounds, including a migration plan to a higher version (GK-06-29).
We also found and reported several inconsistencies in the current availability statistics frameworks SFT/SAME 
during this transition phase from VO monitoring through  dteam and OPS and from SAME to GridView.

"Capacity available at the end of the quarter" needs a more clear definition. See our proposal in the respective 
comments. 

delivery, installation and test of tape robot for 
2007+

Comments and Additional Information

Concept for for 24x7 operations discussion in 
GridKa OverView Board

Discussions with FZK administration concerning 
24x7 operations cost, contracts etc.

gLite CE installed and tested

24x7 operation scenarios verified, tested and 
operational

24x7 monitoring complete and operational

site contact for experiments defined

FZK/GridKA
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Dis
k

Tape N=>Tap
e

Status Comments

 (kSI2K) (TB)     (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

CN-06-15 30.06.06 on 
going

rescheduled since the link is up but the 
routing has not been yet configured (see 

CN-06-16 30.09.06 done the  general purpouse link, used also for 
transfers to and from T2s, has been 
upgraded from 1 Gbps to 10 Gbps. (see CN-
06-26)

CN-06-17 30.09.06 on 
going

a new release compliant with srm 2.2 
specifications will be tested. (see CN-06-
27)MOU-1 01.07.06 1800 850 200 850 200

CN-06-21 10.07.06 done

CN-06-22 30.07.06 done migration of CMS and ATLAS

CN-06-23 31.08.06 on 
going

the link is  up, but the routing has not been 
yet configured 

CN-06-24 31.08.06 done T1 bidirectional channels set-up done. 
Catch-all *-T2s channels
set-up done. Regional T1<->T2s transfers 
extensively tested via
the "LoadTest" activity on the full Tiers 
matrix.

CN-06-24 31.08.06 done

CN-06-25 30.09.06 done

CN-06-26 30.09.06 done

CN-06-27 30.09.06 
31.12.06

on 
going

a new release compliant with srm 2.2 
specifications has been implemented and 
will be completed with all methods 
requested by the WLCG agreement. A 
testbed for interoperability tests, in the 
framework of SRM wg, have been installed 
and the test activity on it wil evolve in stress 
test transfers involving also VOs. At the 
same time a  preproduction testbed, mainly 
for non-LHC experiments (e.g. CDF) will be 
installed and tested in pre-production. 

CN-06-28 30.09.06 done

CN-06-29 30.09.06 done also all non LHC experiments have been 
migrated from CASTOR 1 to CASTOR 2

installation of Vo box for LHCb

migration to CASTOR 2 completed

Implementation of routing on CNAF-
FZK backup link

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name

Luca dell'Agnello, Tiziana Ferrari

INFN
Project Name Date

2 Oct 2006

Implementation of new CNAF-GARR 
uplink (10 GigaEthernet) for a 
bandwidth upgrade of the existing 1 
GigaEthernet connection supporting T1-
T2 connectivity 

Testing of new StoRM features

Implementation of CNAF-FZK backup 
connection via cross-border fibres, 

Milestones for the Quarter

tests with quattor to install SLC4

upgrade of CASTOR2 to latest version

Implementation of new CNAF-GARR 
uplink (10 GigaEthernet) for a 

bandwidth upgrade of the existing 1 
GigaEthernet connection supporting T1-

T2 connectivity tests with StoRM

CASTOR1 dismissed

Definition and tests of SRM endpoints

trasfert tests to all T1s and associated 
T2s

INFN
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CN-06-30 30.09.06 on 
going

rescheduled  

CN-06-31 30.09.06 done 16.05.06: First throughput tests to CERN 
and RAL
End of May 2006: first local replication 
results with LFC (120 entries/sec 
sustained).
30.06.06: Pre-production for Oracle clusters 
for Atlas and LHCb.
15.07.06: First replication tests for LFC 
CERN-CNAF (4000 entries/min sustained)
31.08.06: installation of new cluster GRID 
on newly procured servers. Installation of 
VOMS databases for local replication tests. 
new storage for db (pure FC technology) 
delayed (see CN-06-38)
start of backup e recovery tests with CERN 
and RAL
15.09.06: end of  backup and recovery tests 
workshop 3D at CERN
End of September: end of setup cluster 
ATLAS, LHCb, GRID. The GRID cluster  
will host
LFC and FTS (and possibly VOMS 
replication from CERN). ATLAS e LHCb 
clustes will host replications of condition 
databases.

CN-06-32 30.09.06 on 
going

the delivery of hardware has been delayed 
to end of October. Hence we foresee to 
have the new storage in production next 
November. (see CN-06-39)

1450 approx 
450 TB

200 
MB/s

450 TB The delivery of additional 400 TB  (approx 
300 TB for LHC) has been delayed (see CN-
06-39). The new CPU provisioning is 
foreseen to be fully in place during Q1 2007 
(see CN-06-47).

Summary of Progress
* In this quarter we finalized the migration from CASTOR 1 to CASTOR 2 moving all experiments (some serious 
issues have only been solved at the very beginning of October); CASTOR 1 has been phased out at the end of 
September.
* The FTS service, installed last June, has been regularly updated;  new channels (43 in total, including the 12 
catch-all channels with Italian sites) have been defined according to the LHC VOs (but we also support other 
channels for non-LHC VOs). Moreover a new monitoring tool for FTS server have been developed:  the collection 
of data started in August but the presentation will be available only in the second half of October.                              

* Activity for 3D projectduring this quarter has been essentially focused on replication tests (CERN to CNAF) for 
the LFC service. As preliminary step we have done a pure thoughput test (i.e. application independent). From the 
end of August 3 Real Application Clusters (RACs) have been put in production  as agreed within the 3d project. 
The only issue still pending is the procurement of dedicated hardware which should be delivered during the month 
of November.
* During this quarter the tender for the general purpose storage (400 TB raw) has been finalized (it will be put in 
production at the end of November 2006) and a smaller tender (~ 17 TB raw) for specialized storage for db has 
been started (in production middle of November 2006).                  * StoRM have been migrated from srm 2.1 to 
2.2 specifications. From July StorRM development group joined the SRM wg in order to test interoperability with 
other SRM 2.2 implementations. At the same time a production level packaging and configuration mechanisms 
have been implemented.

tests with Gpbox

depends on 
the number of 
STK 9940B to 
be purchased

new disk (400 TB) in production

LCG3d service in production

INFN
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CPU Disk N=>Dis
k

Tape N=>Tap
e

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec
)

(TB) (MB/sec
)1450 450 200 500 80

ID Date CPU Disk N=>Dis
k

Tape N=>Tap
e

Status Comments

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec
)

(TB) (MB/sec
)

CN-06-33 31.10.06 LCG 2.7 is still installed on one CE (CMS 
request)

CN-06-34 31.10.06 we have implemented 24x7 support for 
emergency and infrastructure problems, but 
we still need to document and organize the 
technical 24x7 support for grid services and 
farming issues 

CN-06-35 31.10.06 (temporary) url: 
http://argus.cnaf.infn.it/fts/index-FTS.php

CN-06-36 31.10.06

CN-06-37 15.11.06 customization to integrate with our farm 
own monitoring tool needed.

CN-06-38 15.11.06

CN-06-39 30.11.06

 - We have experienced several problems in the migration to CASTOR 2 with a 2 weeks complete stop during the 
second half of September. At the end of September these problems were solved and now CASTOR seems to be 
stable.                                                                                                                                            - We have had a 
delay in the delivery of 400 TB of storage: we foresee to have it in production for next November. 

Comments and Additional Information

Comments

Due to problems, since last May, with one of the vendors of CPU,  
there have been incresing difficulties to get  hw assistance on many  
WNs; the net consequence was that the true CPU availability during 
Q3 2006 was meanly lowered to about 1450 KSI2k.  We are now 
tendering to address this problem (see CN-06-36). The throughput 
to disk and tape needs to be retested due to the below mentioned 
problems with CASTOR. In the last days (first half of October)  we 
have seen the figures reported.

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

installed

ALICE

LHCb

Status

ATLAS

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

installed

installed

CMS installed

VO Comments

Milestones for Next Quarter

References and Hyperlinks

complete phase-out of LCG 2.7 on farm

installation of LEMON monitoring tool 
both for farm, storage (CASTOR) and 
db.

tender for WN assistance completed

24x7 Site Procedures and Concepts 
Defined and Documented

24x7 Monitoring and Support 
Operational

FTS monitoring tool available 

new disk for db back-end for 3D (17 TB 
FC technology) in production

INFN
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CN-06-40 30.11.06

CN-06-41 30.11.06 a small tender to buy hw is foreseen at the 
end of October

CN-06-42 30.11.06 this intervention will be done without 
service interruption 

CN-06-43 30.11.06

CN-06-44 30.11.06

CN-06-45 30.11.06

CN-06-46 15.12.06 we foresee to have the new CPU in 
production February 2007

CN-06-47 30.11.06

CN-06-48 31.12.06 GPFS, used mainly for non LHC 
experiments, is installed on some disk 
servers and all the wns of the farm.

CN-06-49 31.12.06

CN-06-50 31.12.06 At the end of Q3 our FTS installation is 
based on 2 only servers (front-end and 
back-end).

CN-06-51 31.12.06

Comments and Additional Information

procurement of new hardware for the 
production quality service of FTS.

Upgrade of GPFS to 3.1 release

deployment for production of new 
dedicated hw for db services (including 
3D services) 

24x7 Support Scenarios Verified and 
Tested

new disk tender  (400 TB raw) in 
production

additional chiller installed and new 
electric plant in preparation of next year 
infrastructural upgrade

tender for high density CPU racks 
started

User and resource accounting based on 
DGAS in production 

increase of number of disk servers for 
CASTOR

implementation of prototypical 
accounting for storage on group basis 

implementation of site contacts for 24x7 
support

CPU tender (800 KSI2k) completed

INFN
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

31.03.06 505 52 150 225 75 No tape test so far.
See comments...

MOU-1 01.04.06 520 160 150 240 75 moved to 
01.07.06

from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

NDGF-0 01.01.07 Partly Hiring of 
Management and 
Central coordinators, NDGF-0.1 01.09.06 Completed

NDGF-0.2 01.11.06 Partly Currently 
Coordinators exists 
in SE and FI. In NO NDGF-0.3 01.01.07 Partly 3/6-7 has now been 
hired

NDGF-0.4 01.11.06 Partly At most sites we 
now have a pretty 
good overview of NDGF-0.5 01.04.06 Not initiated yet

NDGF-1 01.08.06 Completed Installed at the PDC 
site, responsible: 
Anders SelanderNDGF-2 30.10.06 Partly Oracle backend 
completed, FTS 

NDGF-2.1 30.09.06 Completed Acquisition of 
hardware, licence 

NDGF-3 01.12.06 Initiated To be installed at 
CSC, Finland. 
Responsible: Olli NDGF-4 Ongoing First step is to 
expose the existing 
ARC-SE with a SRM 

NDGF-4.1 07.11.06 Ongoing Planned and under 
development. 
Responsible: Josva 

NDGF-4.2

NDGF-5 Partly Enable fully 
interoperable ATLAS 
VO service between 

NDGF-5.1 15.11.06 Partly ATLAS-NDGF 
meetings conducted 
and a reasonable 

NDGF-5.2 Not initiated

NDGF-6 Partly

NDGF-6.1 01.12.06 Partly Currently Bergen is 
running using Alice – 
Jyvaskula, Lund and 

ALICE-VOBOX

Phase-1: Deployment at main NDGF-T1 ALICE sites of 
standard AliEn VOBOX

Exposing already SRM enabled SE installations like 
dCache/DPM through an NDGF single SRM entry point

ATLAS-VOBOX:

DQ2 integration between ARC-SEs and non-ARC sites 
enabling dataset subscription

Enable subscriptions from non-ARC to ARC sites

Setting up FTS Oracle backend

3D: Hardware, Installation, support, meeting 
participation

SRM-enabled storage: Development, Installation, 
support

Exposing ARC-SEs through an SRM interface to 
enable DQ2 dataset subscriptions

All external Site personel isolated and incorporated 
into the NDGF meetings etc

24x7 operation and support fully in place and 
operational

BDII: Installation, operation, support and integration

FTS: Hardware, Installation, support and integration

NDGF Organization fully operational

NDGF Management hired (Technical Coordinator, 
CERN Coordinator and Software Coordinator)

NDGF Country Coordinators hired

NDGF Middleware Developers hired

Milestones for the Quarter

Report Period Author Name

2006 Q3 Michael Gronager

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name Date

NDGF 10 Oct 2006

NDGF
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NDGF-6.2 01.01.07 Partly Currently Bergen 
participates in the 
productionNDGF-6.3

NDGF-7 Not initiated 
yet

Dialog with SAM test 
developer at CERN 
initiated. 

Q3 520 160 150 240 75

CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

ND-3D-1 01.12.06 Hardware 
under 
acquisition

Participation in 
meetings have 
started

Comments and Additional Information

Milestones for Next Quarter

3D-project functionality in operation

Milestones Changes and Actions
As the NDGF organization is now rapidly approaching a fully operational level. It was found most logical to do a 
dramatic revision of the currently created milestones. The new milestones reflect much better the mode of work 
expected from the new NDGF organization.

References and Hyperlinks

Comments

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

LHCb

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

ATLAS Partly DQ2 registration is still partly manual, but plans to move to a more 
automatic setup now exists. Further, the setup will support proper 
subscription for other sites

CMS - CMS is still under consideration. Currently, a local Finnish Tier-2 is 
covered, but funding for a Tier-1 level service will be applied for next 
year

VO Status Comments

ALICE Partly An ALICE-ARC VOBOX have been installed at UiB, Norway, and it 
is now acting as gateway between an ARC site and the ALICE 
production 

SAM test integration

Summary of Progress
The Progress during Q3 has been on the organizational side of NDGF. NDGF is now almost fully operational. Still 
we need to hire half of the National Node Coordinators and Developers, but very good relations and network now 
exist with groups at most sites participating in the NDGF Tier-1. Further, a management  level planning meeting 
have been conducted at CERN and in depth full day meetings with ALICE and ATLAS have been conducted in 
order to plan integration of still missing services and integration between ARC and the currently two supported 
experiments. 

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

Phase-2: Deployment of the ARC-AliEn gateway 

Phase-3: Installation of a ARC-AliEn-VOBOX pr site – 
enabling a central NDGF interface to xrootd storage 
and job-submission

NDGF
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tap
e

Status Comments

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

PIC-05-7 01.12.05 done 
25/05/2006

This is an old milestone that may be 
escaped our attention. The correct 
status is done, as the related 
milestone PIC-06-04 reported as 
done in the QR3-2006

01.01.06 100 na

PIC-06-5 01.02.06
28.02.06

done 
28/02/2006

PIC-06-6 01.02.06
01.04.06

done 
15/06/2006

Vendor delay on SAS availability. 
Finally, order placed on 15/06/2006 
without need for tender process.

PIC-06-7 01.02.06
01.04.06

done 
15/06/2006

Initial delay by Catalan regional 
academic network. The aditional 
1Gbps link was finally certified on 
15/06/2006

PIC-06-11 01.03.06
15.06.06

done on 
15/06/2006

Deleyed partly due to PIC-06-5, 
partly due to problems encountered 
and poor documentation.

PIC-06-13 15.03.06
15.05.06

done 
30/06/2006

Delayed due to  manpower 
unavailability, since it was all taken 
by Castor2 deployment.

PIC-06-14 01.04.06
01.07.06

done 
30/06/2006

The end point is srm://srm-
disk.pic.es/pnfs/pic.es/data/<vo>

PIC-06-18 01.04.06
15.05.06

150 41.5 60 90 60 done 
15/05/2006

The tape capacity (90TB) has been 
delivered, but the WAN has been 
delayed due to PIC-06-7

PIC-06-15 01.04.06
01.06.06

done 
10/07/2006

Delayed due to PIC-06-6

MOU-1 01.04.06 250 140 100 158 75 moved to 
01.07.06

from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

PIC-06-19 01.05.06
01.07.06
01.09.06

done 
15/10/2006

Disk capacity raised up to 67TB

PIC-06-20 01.05.06
01.07.06
01.09.06

67 done 
15/10/2006

Disk capacity raised up to 67TB. 
Considered DONE since by the start 
of Q4-2006, the used disk capacity 
is 10TB. Only quote disk capacity in 
this milestone to avoid correlation 
with other milestones.

SC4-3 30.04.06

2006

start testing d-Cache for deploying an SRM-
disk service

SRM-dCache deployed in production

2006 Q3

FTSserver-atlas installed

Gonzalo Merino

Milestones for the Quarter

start tender for disk expansion 

start deployment of aditional 1Gbps WAN 
infrastructure

1st version of SRM-dCache available for 
testing

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name Date

PIC 2 Oct 2006

Report Period Author Name

start disk expansion deployment

SC4: Set-up complete and basic service 

new IBM tape library integrated within 
Castor

disk expansion deployed

PIC
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PIC-06-12 07.03.06
15.06.06
15.09.06

delayed to 
20/12/2006

Migration to tape and gridftp/SRM 
still missing. Manpower problems. 
Action taken to add manpower. 
Delayed to next Quarter.

MOU-1 01.07.06 250 140 100 158 75 from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

PIC-06-34 30.07.06 done Tender for a min of 200 ksi2k CPU 
upgrade

PIC-06-21 01.08.06 done Tape capacity raised up to 123 TB

PIC-06-22 01.08.06 123 done Tape capacity raised up to 123 TB. 
Considered DONE since the the 
capacity has been raised up to the 
user needs. By the start of Q4-2006 
the used tape capacity was 115TB. 
Only quote disk capacity in this 
milestone to avoid correlation with 
other milestones.

PIC-06-35 15.09.06 done 
15/10/2006

Order  CPU for a max of 568 ksi2k 
upgrade

PIC-06-40 31.12.06 done 
06/09/2006

The migration was done faster than 
planned, since the old hardware 
needed to be dismanteled for other 
reasons.

PIC-06-42 15.10.06 done 
15/08/2006

E-mail aliases 
atlas. contact@pic.es, 
cms.contact@pic.es and 
lhcb@pic.es set up.
Once the appropriate "whiteboard" 
is defined, the Individual names of 
primary+deputy contacts will be 
written there. 

During this quarter, the SRM-disk service capacity has been substantially expanded. This is an srm-dcache which 
was deployed in production by the end of Q2-2006 (PIC-06-14). On mid-July the disk servers were received and 
were configured as dcache-pool nodes during summer. The last one will be put in production this week, hence we 
have put the milestone as "done" with date mid-Oct. The final capacity behind the srm-disk system after this 
upgrade is of 67TB. We have noted this figure in milestone PIC-06-20 and considered it as done, to reflect that a 
first phase of the disk expansion has been completed. Milestones have been put in the future (one per quarter) to 
follow the ramp-up in disk capacity in the next months.
Concerning CPU capacity upgrade, the milestones of placing the tender and order for WNs purchase have been 
accomplished in the last quarter. The actual order was finally signed later than expected (this week) but we hope 
this will not add any harmful delay in the final deployment milestone (PIC-06-38). The good news are that the final 
capacity ordered is substantially higher than the minimum one required in the tender,  thanks to the specs of the new

Add tape capacity

Castor2 service ready for testing

Summary of Progress

Place tender for CPU capacity upgrade

Concerning tape, the capacity has been increased according to the user needs. By the end of Q3-2006 the total 
capacity sums up to 123TB, out of which 115TB are used by the experiments. Hence, we have considered 
milestones PIC-06-21 and PIC-06-22 as done.
Milestone PIC-06-40, moving the local cms services to the vobox-cms, was actually performed before schedule. 
The reason for this was that the old hardware had to be dismanteled earlier than expected due to machine room 
reordering. This milestone is now done, since all the cms local services at PIC are now running in the vobox-cms. 
However, as far as we know some of these services are still "class-2" (ie, need to run in the LAN). The future 
migration of these services to class-1 is a CMS issue hence does not appear further in our planning.

Place order for CPU capacity upgrade

All local CMS services integrated into 
vobox-cms

Site contacts for all 3 experiments defined

PIC
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CPU Disk N=>Dis Tape N=>Ta
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/se

c)
(TB) (MB/se

c)
150 47 60 123 60

ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tap
e

Status Comments

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

PIC-06-37 15.10.06
15.02.07

delayed to 
15/02/2007

Delayed uue to lack of manpower. 
FTS/SRM error scenarios handling 
more difficult than foreseen.

in production

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

in production

Milestones Changes and Actions

Milestones for Next Quarter

in production

VO Status Comments

Demonstrate automation of error recovery 
on FTS/SRM transfers using INGRID

LHCb

Comments
Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

The PIC-06-12 milestone has been delayed again. This is the deployment of the first instance of a Castor2 
service, ready for testing. In the last quarter almost no progress on this issue has happened due to a) the 
technical problems found to enable file migration to/from tape appeared to be hard to solve and are still there, 
preventing the full SRM-tape system to be deployed; b) the summer holiday period for the person working in 
Castor2 fell inside this quarter; c) A long health leave (1 month) of the person working in Castor2 also happened 
in the last quarter. 
So, we see the situation with Castor2 deployment is clearly not good. The action we have taken in this quarter is to 
move some manpower to help on this topic. We expect to dedicate around 0.5FTE extra to help on the Castor2 
deployment from now on.

ATLAS
ALICE

CMS

PIC-06-37: We had originally planned to be able to test some automatic error recovery scenarios by the beginning 
of Q4-2006, but we see now that this activity is delayed and have to move the milestone up to 15-Feb-206. The 
main reason for this delay is that the administration and error/recovery scenarios for the FTS and SRM services 
have proven to be more difficult to handle than foreseen. Hence, with the available manpower, we have not yet 
been able to reach the point of being able to automate recovery.
PIC-06-36: During the month of August, a new central router CISCO-6500 has been deployed at PIC, as  a step in 
the process of preparation to the arrival of the 10Gbps link (which at the end has been delayed). This deployment 
has had an impact on the activity we wanted to carry out "emulating" the OPN using the extra dedicated 1Gbps 
link we got on Q2-2006. Now the new router has to be configured for this extra 1Gbps  and we expect to be able 
to move the traffic to it by mid-Dec. We have added a milestone PIC-06-51 to perfom a realistic load test with 
dteam vo between now and then.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Finally, we have added in the future planning a series of milestones addressed to track the capactiy ramp up in 
the next months. For the moment the planning assumes one capacity increase per category (cpu,disk,tape) per 
quarter. The actual capacity figures will most probably move in the future, as the actual pledges get refined.

The milestone PIC-06-23 will be certainly accomplished during the next quarter. The issue here is that the "rediris-
10" infrastructure being operational gets the 10G lambda up to the RedIRIS POP in Barcelona. The last mile 
linking this POP to PIC is a separate project involving the catalan regional NREN Anella that is at the end causing 
a delay in the arriving of the 10G to PIC. The current date estimate for this to be accomplised is end of Q1-2007 
and we have put milestone PIC-07-43 to reflect it.
The deployment of the LCG-3D service is also seriously delayed at PIC. The origin of this delay being mainly the 
absence of previous experience in Oracle at the site. During the last quarter we explored the possibility of 
subcontracting the 3D deployment to a company with Oracle experience, but this has proven to be more 
complicated than expected given that we did not have any contact with oracle-related companies. We continue 
exploring the possibility of subcontracting this work, assuming that once we get the hardware and the person 
he/she will just have to follow the deployment instructions. 

We have moved the milestones related to this deployment (PIC-07-44,45,46) targetting that the service enters 
operation by the end of Q1-2007.

PIC
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PIC-06-43 20.10.06

PIC-06-44 20.10.06

PIC-06-38 01.11.06 The CPU upgrade for LHC should 
amount for about 400 ksi2k

PIC-06-39 01.11.06 550

PIC-06-23 01.11.06 This gets the 10G lambda to the 
RedIRIS POP in Catalonia. Last 
mile still missing.

PIC-06-51 15.11.06 Realistic load test with traffic to an 
SRM using dteam transfers and 
keeping it going for at least one 
week

PIC-06-45 20.11.06

PIC-06-46 20.11.06

PIC-06-47 20.11.06

PIC-06-41 01.12.06

PIC-06-36 15.10.06
15.12.06

delayed to 
15/12/2006

Delayed due to CISC0-6500 main 
router deployment

PIC-06-48 20.12.06 Total CPU capacity 520ksi2k

PIC-06-49 20.12.06 Total disk capacity 180TB

PIC-06-50 20.12.06 Total tape capacity 240TB

PIC-06-12 07.03.06
15.06.06
15.09.06
20.12.06

PIC-07-40 08.01.07

PIC-07-4 30.01.07

PIC-07-5 30.01.07

PIC-07-6 30.01.07

PIC-07-44 30.01.07

PIC-07-41 19.02.07

PIC-07-42 28.02.07

PIC-07-7 30.02.07

PIC-07-8 30.02.07

PIC-07-9 30.02.07

PIC-07-45 30.02.07

PIC-07-2 01.03.07
PIC-07-11 30.03.07 Total disk capacity 300TB

PIC-07-12 30.03.07 Total tape capacity 360TB

Lambda Geneva-Madrid requested by 
RedIRIS to GEANT

Lambda Geneva-Madrid operational

WAN: ANELLA 10Gbps dedicated lambda 
operational

Castor2 service ready for testing

Place tender for disk expansion

Place order for disk expansion

Place order for tape expansion

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Segregate T0-T1 and T1-T1 traffic to 
dedicated 1Gbps WAN

Place tender for disk expansion

LCG-3D hardware purchased

Place order for cpu expansion

Place order for cpu expansion

Place tender for cpu expansion

24x7 monitoring and support operational

24x7 site procedures and concepts defined 
and documented

Place order for disk expansion

Place order for tape expansion

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

WAN: RedIRIS-10 operational (10Gbps 
dedicated lambda)

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for tape expansion

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for tape expansion

LCG-3D service ready for testing

Load test on the dedicated 1Gbps WAN 
with dteam transfers done

PIC
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PIC-07-1 30.03.07 SRM-tape endpoint in production 
castorsrm.pic.es pointing to Castor2

PIC-07-43 30.03.07

PIC-07-46 30.03.07

PIC-06-24 01.11.06
30.03.07

300 delayed to 
30/03/2007

The deployment of RedIRIS-10 (PIC-
06-23) does not increase the WAN 
input at PIC. Last mile still missing. 
Delayed till PIC-07-43 is done.

PIC-07-3 15.04.07
PIC-07-13 30.04.07

PIC-07-14 30.04.07

PIC-07-15 30.04.07

PIC-07-16 30.05.07

PIC-07-17 30.05.07

PIC-07-18 30.05.07

PIC-07-19 30.06.07 Total CPU capacity 749ksi2k

PIC-07-20 30.06.07 Total disk capacity 410TB

PIC-07-21 30.06.07 Total tape capacity 474TB

PIC-07-22 30.07.07

PIC-07-23 30.07.07

PIC-07-24 30.07.07

PIC-07-25 30.08.07

PIC-07-26 30.08.07

PIC-07-27 30.08.07

PIC-07-28 30.09.07 Total CPU capacity 1120ksi2k

PIC-07-29 30.09.07 Total disk capacity 610TB

PIC-07-30 30.09.07 Total tape capacity 710TB

PIC-07-31 20.10.07

PIC-07-32 20.10.07

PIC-07-33 20.10.07

PIC-07-34 20.11.07

PIC-07-35 20.11.07

PIC-07-36 20.11.07

PIC-07-37 20.12.07 Total CPU capacity 1500ksi2k

WAN: LHC OPN @ PIC in production

Place order for disk expansion

Place order for tape expansion

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for disk expansion

Place tender for tape expansion

Place order for cpu expansion

Place order for disk expansion

Place order for tape expansion

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for cpu expansion

Place tender for disk expansion

Place tender for tape expansion

Place order for cpu expansion

Place order for tape expansion

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for disk expansion

Place tender for tape expansion

Place order for cpu expansion

Place order for disk expansion

Place tender for cpu expansion

Stop Castor1 service for LHC experiments
Castor2 service in full production

24x7 support scenarios verified and tested

LCG-3D service in operation

Place tender for cpu expansion

PIC
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PIC-07-38 20.12.07 Total disk capacity 800TB

PIC-07-39 20.12.07 Total tape capacity 950TB

PIC-08-01 30.01.08

PIC-08-02 30.01.08

PIC-08-03 30.01.08

PIC-08-04 30.02.08

PIC-08-05 30.02.08

PIC-08-06 30.02.08

PIC-08-07 30.03.08 Total CPU capacity 1875ksi2k

PIC-08-08 30.03.08 Total disk capacity 1000TB

PIC-08-09 30.03.08 Total tape capacity 1180TB

PIC-08-10 30.04.08

PIC-08-11 30.04.08

PIC-08-12 30.04.08

PIC-08-13 30.05.08

PIC-08-14 30.05.08

PIC-08-15 30.05.08

PIC-08-16 30.06.08 Total CPU capacity 2250ksi2k

PIC-08-17 30.06.08 Total disk capacity 1200TB

PIC-08-18 30.06.08 Total tape capacity 1420TB

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for tape expansion

Place order for cpu expansion

Place order for disk expansion

Place order for tape expansion

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for cpu expansion

Place tender for disk expansion

Place order for cpu expansion

Place order for disk expansion

Place order for tape expansion

CPU capacity upgrade deployed

Tape capacity upgrade deployed

Place tender for cpu expansion

Place tender for disk expansion

Place tender for tape expansion

Disk capacity upgrade deployed

Regarding the capacity upgrade milestones, they used to come "in pairs" in previous reports. There was always a 
milestone with subject like "cpu capacity upgraded" and then a second milestone with the detail numbers for 
cpu/disk/tape/wan-disk/wan-tape detailed. We feel this way of managing capacity upgrade milestones is 
somewhat inconvenient, since it introduces correlations among the various capacities. For the capacity upgrade 
milestones in the future we will try to use one single milestone per category, where the figure for the final capacity 
reached will be indicated either in the subject or in the comment.

Comments and Additional Information

PIC
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk TapeN=>TapeStatus Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

RAL-27 31.01.06   
30.09.06   

Completed Considerable testing has been completed 
(see: 
http://www.gridpp.ac.uk/wiki/Service_Challen
ge_Transfer_Test_Summary) however target 
rates are now being reviewed in the light of 
WLCG planning figures [Oct06] Not all sites 
were able to meet target rate. however the 
GRIDPP deployment team consider the 
milestone completed

RAL-30 15.02.06  
16.12.06   

Ongoing We expect a release of dcache supporting 
SRM 2..x later in the year. Once it is available 
we will upgrade in a timely manner. [Oct06] It 
seems increasingly unlikely that we will 
recieve a new release of dcache in time to 
allow sufficient testing to reach the target 
date. 

RAL-37 15.03.06   
30.08.06  
30.11.06  

Delayed A NAGIOS system is providing a partial 
service, but needs to be expanded to address 
performance issues. Additional functionality 
has been found to be needed in the light of 
operational experience. Service is planned to 
replace sure by the end of August. [Oct06] 
Progress has been slower than expected and 
deployment is consequently delayed.

RAL-38  31.03.06   
30.09.06

Completed All 10 resiliant servers have been deployed 
into production. Further work in this area will 
be part of a rolling program to raise our 
availability in SAM and minimise our callouts.

RAL-39  31.03.06   
30.09.06

Completed A tender closes on 19/07/06 for disk and CPU 
capacity. Firm prices that would have allowed 
the order to be placed in March were not 
found to be competative for CPU and 
technically unsuitable for disk. Consequently 
a further tender round was required 
introducing delay. [Oct06] Order was placed 
for 437TB disk and 500KSI2K CPU.

RAL-40  31.03.06   
30.09.06

Completed GRIDPP are reviewing its internal rate target 
in the light of LCG planning in this area. 
However all Tier-2 sites have been tested, but 
not all have reached their target rates. [Oct06] 
Not all sites were able to meet target rate 
however the GRIDPP deployment team 
consider the milestone completed

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name

A.Sansum

RAL
DateProject Name

2 Oct 2006

Milestones for the Quarter

50% of Tier-2 GRIDPP sites tested at 
300-500Mb/s for 1TB bi-directional 

from tier-1

Nagios monitoring System deployed 
(replaces SURE)

Completion of Phase I Service 
Hardening

dCache Upgraded to support SRM 
2.1. (dCache continues to back end 

into RAL ADS tape system)

Place order for second delivery of 
disk (237TB) and CPU (500KSI2K)

100% of Tier-2 GRIDPP sites tested 
at 300-500Mb/s for 1TB bi-directional 

from Tier-1

RAL
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RAL-46 15.05.06  
30.09.06 
30.11.06

delayed Orders have been delayed (see RAL-39). 
Delivery is now scheduled for the end of 
September.[Oct06] CPU delivery is 
scheduled for end October. Disk delivery for 
2nd week in November.

RAL-48 15.05.06 717 120 150 229 75
RAL-49A 15.06.06  

30.11.06
ongoing Purchase plan has been agreed, but this is 

not presently a priority item as sufficient 10Gb 
capacity is already available. Delayed until 
November 2006 (to benefit from price 
reductions) when the SJ5 network 
infrastructure will be in place. [Oct06] 
Hardware has arrived. Main challange to 
meeting milestone date will be finding an 
appropriate moment to take down the 
network.

RAL-52 31.05.06  
30.09.06 
18.12.06

delayed Although the deployment of 130TB was 
expected to be faster than our nominal 5 
months, problems were encountered. 
Deployment is not now expected until August. 
[Oct06] A full drive swapout was completed in 
September on the recomendation ofthe 
supplier, however, unexpectedly this did not 
resolve the problem. We now have an agreed 
schedule with the supplier which we expect 
will lead to acceptance by us on 18th 
December or we will seek contractual 
remedies. 

01.07.06 980 450 150 664 150
RAL-53 15.07.06 727 170 150 229 150 WAN 4x1 GB/s. See RAL-61 for capacity 

figures
RAL-67 14.07.06 Completed Submission of bid for funding for September 

2007-March 2011
RAL-55 15.07.06 Completed SJ5 deployment is underway. RAL is 

scheduled to receive its 10Gb line to CERN 
during July or early August. [Oct06] New line 
is in place and is default - however it remains 
at risk until adopted into the SJ5 infrastructure 
(no later than November 2006)

RAL-56 15.08.06   
16.12.06

Delayed Expected in production in early December 
2006 

RAL-57 15.08.06 980 223 300 664 310 WAN 10Gbit. See RAL-61 for capacity figures

RAL-58  15.09.06   
15.03.07

Ongoing Expected in Production in March 2007

RAL-59 15.09.06 
15.01.07

Delayed dCache contnues for legacy data. 
Experiments can start migration [Oct06] Good 
progress has been made. A substantial 
CASTOR2 PRE-PRODUCTION service is in 
operation for CMS CSA06. This was deployed 
in late September and is giving excellent 
reliability and performance. However RAL will 
not classify this as a production service until 
January, by which time monitoring, and 
recovery processes will have been hardened. 
Testing also needs to commence shortly with 
Atlas and LHCB.

1st Disk Upgrade 130TB In 
Production

2nd Delivery of Disk, (300TB) and 
CPU (500KSI2K) (not all for WLCG).

10Gb core switch installed for Tier-1 
network. Most downlinks now at 

10Gb.

Submission of GRIDPP3 bid

10Gbit Link to CERN via SJ5

2nd CPU Upgrade In Production

2nd Disk Upgrade (300TB) In 
Production

Full Production CASTOR2 Service 
for experiment data

RAL
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RAL-60 15.09.06 Completed dCache will run for many more months. 
[Oct06] dCache is scheduled to run for 6 
months from the date that the CASTOR2 
production service commences. Experiments 
themselves will be expected to migrate or 
delete their data from dCache. An optimal 
time to carry this out will be immediatly after 
RAL-58 comes online. 

RAL-61 15.09.06 980 450 300 664 310 Capacity milestone could not be met.
Actual 612 59 150 253 75 Network rates to disk and tape are based on 

SC4 throughput measurements sustained 
over a day or more from CERN to RAL.

RAL-70 30.09.06 30.09.06 Published in gocdb
RAL-64 30.09.06 Deleted LFC reliability has improved and this work is 

no longer scheduled to take place.

RAL-65 31.07.06 Completed

RAL-78 30.09.06 Completed

RAL-79 30.09.06 Completed

RAL-80 30.09.06 Completed

RAL-81 30.09.06 Not 
Accepted

CMS are better placed to test the large 
number of sites they have associated with 
RAL. RAL is happy to support this testing as 
required.

RAL-82 30.11.06 Ongoing All Tier-1s and UK Tier-2s are configured. Not 
all CMS Tier-2s have been configured. RAL 
would like to confirm that CMS require all 22 
T2 sites associated with RAL configured on 
the RAL FTS

RAL-83 30.11.06 Ongoing Most Tier-1 sites have been tested, on an ad 
hoc basis. The remainder will be tested by the 
end of November.

Hardware tenders have been completed and orders placed for 500KSI2K of CPU and 430TB of disk, delivery is 
expected during November; costs have been lower than expected.  A bid for funding for the Tier-1 from September 
2007 to March 2011 has been submitted to PPARC; the result of this is expected to be received in early 2007. 
Funding to build a large new machine room has been approved, completion is scheduled for July 2008 in time for a 
scheduled delivery of equipment for the Tier-1 in September 2008. The GRIDPP deployment team have completed 
their initial round of site testing. All sites have been tested and many issues identified - see links section for more 
information. Hardware scheduled for delivery in November will be the last scheduled delivery to meet LCG 
requirements for July 2007.

VO
VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

Despite encountering many challanges during deployment, CASTOR2 is sucessfully delivering a good service to 
CMS. Once we are confident that we are sucessfully meeting the challanges of CSA06 with CASTOR we will begin 
testing with the remaining VOs. The new T10K tape drives have been loaded tested during CSA06 and rates of 60-
80MB/s per drive (over 4 drives)  were sustained during writing of CMS data. Overall CASTOR appears to be 
performant and stable under load (but not yet when changes are introduced). The 10Gbit line to CERN is now our 
default route for the OPN, with a temporary 4*1Gb failover still available by UKLIGHT until the 10Gb line is adopted 
into the SuperJanet 5 network. RTT has improved from 27ms to 19ms, although we cannot say what practical 
impact this has had on performance. 

Summary of Progress

ALICE

CMS Up to Date

Up to Date
ATLAS

Add additional LFC Front end for 
resiliance and performance

Status Comments

dCache continues to provide 
production service to allow migration

Site contacts established

Move site BDII to dedicated 
hardware to reduce information 

Up to Date Appears to be heavily loaded on a dual 2.66MHz xeon (50% CPU usage)

LHCb Up to Date

Tested Transfers to all LHCB Sites

Tested Transfers to all ATLAS T2 
sites

Tested Transfers to all Alice T2 sites

Tested Transfers to all other Tier-1 
sites

FTS configuration complete to all 
other Tier-1 and Tier-2 associated

Tested Transfers to All CMS Sites

RAL
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CPU Disk N=>Disk TapeN=>Tape
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

Actual 612 59 150 253 75

ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk TapeN=>TapeStatus Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

RAL-75 18.12.06 1300 151 150 236 75 Rates via dCache
RAL-76 31.03.07 1300 640 300 236 150 Rates via CASTOR
RAL-74 14.11.06
RAL-66 14.12.06 We will review this date in the light of 

timelines for middleware support of SL4 and 
project requirements [Oct06] In the absence 
of a planned date for the release of the 
middleware - the target date looks 
increasingly unlikely

RAL-77 6 weeks 
after 

release 
for 

productio

We will deploy a gLite CE within 6 weeks of it 
being released as fit for production. 

RAL-68 14.12.06 Used for access to Tier-2 sites

RAL-69 14.01.07
RAL-71 30.10.06

RAL-72 30.11.06

RAL-73 30.12.06

Comments and Additional Information

Milestones for Next Quarter

References and Hyperlinks
Summary of  GRIDPP transfer tests http://www.gridpp.ac.uk/wiki/Service_Challenge_Transfer_Test_Summary

The UK GRIDPP collaboration has a detailed testing program to ensure that all UK Tier-2 sites have connectivity and sufficient 
performance to RAL. However there are 22 CMS Tier-2 sites associated with RAL and we do not have the support infrastructure to 
test all these links ourself. We are happy to support CMS in their own testing program should they need it. 

Milestones Changes and Actions

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

(%)

Service running SL4
Test SRM 2.2 deployed for CASTOR

Preliminary tests appeared to confirm that the fix resolved the problem, and all drives were replaced early in September. However 
subsequent loadtests with higher statistics show that the problem continues and a trial deployment into CMS's CSA06 has 
generated drive ejects under normal operational load. A plan to obtain resolution has been agreed with the supplier with a cutoff 
date of mid December. Reliability and availability of RAL have not been good during the quarter and we are beginning to 
concentrate effort on those areas most impacting the service. So far tuning  changes have been made to the dCache gridftp doors 
which appear to have eliminated most of the problems with Gridftp doors crashing. The CE has been migrated to new hardware and 
we are investigating other important services that may benefit from changes to their hardware or software configuration.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Becoming increasingly concerned that lacking the timely availability of software releases. It is unlikely that either the SRM 2.2 for
dCache nor the SL4 deployments can be achieved to the planned schedule. Deployment of 130TB of disk (RAL-52) continues to
suffer from technical problems. Drives were ejected on a frequent basis from the RAID arrays - the hardware was (and is deemed
unfir for production use). Improvements were obtained after a new firmware release was provided, however problems continued at a
lower level. In September it was recommended that the 400GB drives were replaced by the 500GB version which has a different
asic. 

[RAL-59] Posponed until mid January. [RAL-52] No earlier than mid December - otherwise this deployment may be 
cancelled entirely. [RAL-64] was scheduled to address perceived problems that were resolved by reconfiguration, 
migration of this service is no longer planned to happen. [RAL-37] Delayed until late November owing to slower 
progress than expected.

Availability Comments

24x7 Support Scenarios Verified and 
tested

Nominal date for GRIDPP3 approval

24x7 Monitoring and Support 
operational

RAL attached to SuperJanet 5 
commodity network at 10Gb/s. Tier-1 
able to obtain approximatly 50% of 

total available bandwidth. 

24x7 Site proceedures and concepts 
Defined and documented

gLite CE deployed

RAL
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

SN-05-4 31.12.05 done see SN-06-08

SN-06-04 28.02.06 done no feedback from 
experiments on whether 

SN-06-05 28.02.06
01.04.06

done

SN-06-06 28.02.06 done

SN-06-08 28.02.06 done

SN-06-09 31.03.06 done

SN-06-10 31.03.06 300 10 150 130 90 done now with 6 T1 dedicated tape 
drives

SN-06-11 31.03.06 done all traffic through new Cisco 
switch

SN-06-13 31.04.06 done still being installed; problems 
with cabling only recently 
solved

SN-06-14 31.04.06 done turned out to only be 300, not 
400.  Installed in august.

SN-06-
14a

10.05.06 in 
progress

machine had installation 
problems related to SN-06-13 
problems, now solved, 
installation of Oracle software 
can resume.

SN-06-15 30.06.06 done 10 storage servers
4 back-end servers
SAN infrastructure
4 tape drives

MOU-1 01.07.06 306 170 150 143 75 from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

SN-06-17 30.09.06 to do will be done when needed

SN-06-18 30.09.06 to do will be done when needed

SN-06-20 15.08.06 done replaces old SN-06-14

SN-06-21 01.09.06 done

300 kSI2K new WNs delivered

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name
Jeff Templon

Date

setup T2 tests

purchase 400 9940B cartridges

purchase general purpose servers

SARA-NIKHEF
Project Name

2 Oct 2006

Milestones for the Quarter

purchase of 5 general server machines

2006

New WNs in operation

new SARA 10G internal network equipment

    separate T1 tape storage from general tape 
storage

new SARA 10G internal network infrastructure

Summary of Progress
Worked hard to achieve proper functioning status of services; found that often services such as SRM or LFC 
claimed to be OK but were actually not working.   Aggressive participation in VOMS and job priority activity.  VO 
boxes installed for all three supported experiments.

purchase 400 kSI2k in new worker nodes

tape drives and storage servers installed

purchase 10 new storage servers with 5 TB disk 
each

3D database server installation in progress

purchase 10 new storage servers with 8 TB disk 
each

purchase 3 STK9940B tape drives

SARA NIKHEF
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CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

459 18 150 22 90

ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

SN-06-23 15.10.06

SN-06-20 30.10.06

SN-06-24 30.10.06 459 88 150 22 90

SN-06-21 30.10.06

SN-06-22 15.11.06

SN-06-25 15.11.06 500 88 150 22 90

SN-06-19 31.12.06

SN-06-26 31.08.07

SN-06-27 31.09.07 The test is in the usage, not 
our artificial activity.

SN-06-28 14.11.06

SN-06-29 28.11.06

Milestones requested but not implemented: we were asked to provide milestones for testing the transfers to all 
other {ATLAS,ALICE,LHCb} sites.  We have set up the star channel, the experiments should be testing the 
experiment-specific transfers.  Not us.  We have also supplied the requested information about site contacts, SRM 
endpoints, and feel it is ridiculous to retroactively add milestones for these.  We were asked to provide a milestone 
for the gLite CE installation, we prefer to wait for the strategy discussion taking place this week, it may no longer 
be appropriate.  Finally the new dCache has already been installed, it does not fix the problem, so dCache people 
should get this milestone not us.

OK

LHCb OK works perfectly in class 1 mode.

CMS n/a

ATLAS OK

24 x 7 site procedures and concepts defined and 
documented

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

StatusVO

Installed in class 2 mode due to limitations in ALICE software. There is 
no support for this mode; any problems and it gets moved to class 1 .

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

Comments
ALICE

Planning past december is uncertain due to lack of stable plans from experiments.  Certainly plan to invest in large 
amount of disk reasonably soon after Christmas, and in a new batch of WNs by March.

Comments and Additional Information

Milestones for Next Quarter

order new NIKHEF cluster (300 kSI2k).  See SN-06-
22.

Comments

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
problem in dCap software prevents LHCb from using SARA storage from NIKHEF.  Will be solved in next dCache 
release.  Stability problems with dCache (like other T1 sites), also reported fixed in newest dCache.  LFC/oracle 
connection problems, LCG aware and working on fix.

Milestones Changes and Actions
SN-06-16 deleted; others added.

References and Hyperlinks

3D service installed

3D service operational and available

70 TB of disk storage at SARA in service

Install High Availability systems at NIKHEF : RB, 
VOMS, CE

New cluster at NIKHEF, 300 kSI2k, replaces aging 
AMD nodes plus some extra capacity (not all LHC)

24 x 7 monitoring and support operational

experiments have tested and verified the 24 x 7 
support scenarios

SARA NIKHEF
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Status Comments
TF-06-10 15.05.06 done between TRIUMF and Carleton 

University (Ottawa).

TF-06-12 01.06.06 done started on June 19 (controlled by 
ATLAS DDM personnel). Lasted 
almost all summer.

TF-06-14 26.06.06 delayed Between TRIUMF and Carleton 
University in conjunction with Nortel. 
Hardware card not yet available (new 
product). Used to split a 10 Gig link. 
Rescheduled for the end of October.

MOU-1 01.07.06 170 27 50 100 50 from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

TF-06-15 19.07.06 done Two high end servers with 4 TB each (raw). 
Integrated into dCache on August 14.

TF-06-16 01.08.06 delayed Awaiting completion of Amsterdam-
CERN section. Expected for 
November 1st.

TF-06-17 01.09.06 done Using ATLAS DDM. ATLAS did not 
exercise yet the T1-T1 transfers in a 
systematic way.

TF-06-18 15.09.06 done two fully populated blade chassis

TF-06-19 15.09.06 done In the context of 3D projectAcquisition of hardware for Oracle RAC

Acquisition of 8 TB of disk

10 Gig link  TRIUMF-CERN available

FTS transfer tests between TRIUMF and 
Tier'2 (Canada), as well as all Tier-1's

Acquisition of 150 kSI2K

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name Date

TRIUMF 2 Oct 2006

Report Period Author Name

2006Q3 Reda Tafirout

Milestones for the Quarter
10G link tests

ATLAS SC4

LAN PHY Network module tests

Summary of Progress
The main achievements for this quarter were the successful participation in the Service Challenge 4 throughput
tests for both disk-disk and disk-tape. The tests were driven by ATLAS this time around, although with a
continuous transfer from dteam as a background (with a 10% VO share set for the CERN-TRIUMF FTS channel).
ATLAS was struggling a little bit in order to achieve a stable and constant throughput to all the sites, mainly due to
an inefficient (lack of experience) use of FTS among other problems (see ATLAS report). With respect to
computing hardware and resources, we acquired two fully populated blade chassis systems with the latest
Woodcrest processors (3.0 GHz). We also ordered and received an Oracle RAC solution with SAN connectivity;
the initial configuration has 2 server nodes on the frontend and 6 TB (raw) for the storage backend. 

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
VO Status Comments

ALICE N/A experiment not supported

ATLAS done operational & in service since Q4 of 2005

CMS N/A experiment not supported

LHCb N/A experiment not supported

TRIUMF
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CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
17 12 140 12 50

Status Comments
ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
TF-06-20 11.10.06 Hardware / Oracle RAC configuration

TF-06-21 18.10.06 ATLAS streaming tests, tuning

TF-06-22 25.10.06 Production DB available for ATLAS 
use

TF-06-23 13.11.06 3 positions advertised 
(DBA,Networking & security,Storage)

TF-06-24 22.12.06

TF-06-25 15.01.07

TF-06-26 01.02.07

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
Comments

another 150 kSI2K will be added to production in the beginning of 
October. Current disk capacity meets ATLAS usage/demand and 
more storage will be added as needed, likely in the next quarter.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks
Information on current setup can be found at: http://grid.triumf.ca/

Milestones for Next Quarter

24/7 Support Scenarios Verified and Tested 

Comments and Additional Information

24/7 Site Procedures and Concepts Defined 
and Documented 

24/7 Monitoring and Support Operational

Please note that a gLite CE is already deployed at TRIUMF (since May of 2006). It was set as a milestone in a 
previous LCG quaterly report.

3D deployment  (phase I)

3D deployment (phase II)

Hiring of new Tier-1 personnel

3D deployment (phase III)

TRIUMF
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

UA-22 15.05.06
21.07.06

Completed

UA-23 15.05.06
21.07.06

Completed

UA-24 30.06.06
11.08.06

Completed

UA-25 30.06.06
11.08.06

Completed

UA-26 30.06.06
11.08.06

1125 525 200 300 200 Partially 
Completed

Some disk will not be 
operational until mid Oct 

MOU-1 01.07.06 1120 520 200 300 200 from WLCG plan
do not edit

UA-27 25.08.06 
31.10.06

Delayed Expected to complete in 
October

UA-28 11.08.06 Completed

UA-29 15.08.06 
15.12.06

Delayed Expected during next 
quarter

UA-30 01.09.06 Completed

UA-36 01.09.06 Completed

UA-31 08.09.06 Delayed Expected to be done in 
context of OSG solution

UA-32 22.09.06 
31.10.06

Delayed Scheduled by central 3D 
project for Oct

SC4-4 30.09.06

IS-1 30.09.06

UA-33 2.10.06

CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

1120 300 200 420 200

Comments

Begin Central disk expansion installation

NA

LHCb NA

ATLAS Completed As required by ATLAS
CMS

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter

VO Status Comments
ALICE

NA

Begin CPU/dCache disk expansion installation

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter

CPU/dCache disk expansion operational

Central disk expansion operational

Summary of Progress
During the reporting period all 2006 hardware procurements were completed and with the exception of disk all 
2006 target operational capacities were reached or exceeded.  Various dCache write pool options were 
investigated and a configuration expected to meet performance requirements was brought into operation.  A 3D 
Oracle server cluster was configuration and made ready to support 3D production services when they are rolled 
out.  Full ATLAS DDM functionality tests of data transfer to/from US ATLAS Tier 2's were conducted though not at 
full required rates.

Milestones for the Quarter

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006Q3
Author Name

Bruce Gibbard

BNL - US ATLAS
Project Name Date

2 Oct 2006

Establish sufficient gLite 3/LCG compatibility to 
support SAM tests

Evaluate dCache write pool configurations

Demonstrate sustained T1/T2 DQ2/FTS based 
transfers at required rates for first 3 Tier 2's

Establish optimized dCache write pool configuration

Initial LHC Service in operation

24x7 Site Procedures and Concepts Defined & 
Documented

Complete configuration of 3D server
Establish automated accounting reporting

Establish production 3D service

SC4: Successful completion of service phase

BNL US ATLAS
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ID Date CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

UA-34 1.1.07

UA-35 1.2.07

UA-36 1.12.06 Results of this will 
establish scale of 

procurments below
UA-53 15.11.06

UA-37 1.1.07

UA-38 1.1.07

UA-39 1.2.07

UA-40 1.2.07

UA-41 1.2.07

UA-42 1.2.07

UA-43 1.4.07

UA-44 1.4.07

UA 54 1.4.07

UA-45 1.3.07

UA-46 1,4,07

UA-47 1.3.07

UA-48 1.4.07

UA-49 1.5.07

UA-50 1.6.07

UA-51 1.5.07

UA-52 1.6.07

24x7 Monitoring and Support Operational

Central disk upgrade operational

24x7 Support Scenarios Verified and Tested

Complete revision of site capacity evolution in context 
of new LHC schedule requirements

LAN upgrade installed

Begin Procurement of MSS upgrade including disk 
cache, tape drives and servers

Begin Procurement of central disk upgrade

Central disk upgrade installed

Begin Procurement of LAN upgrade

References and Hyperlinks

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
Occasional soft disk failures dictates caution in populating new dCache disk delaying full deployment.   Ongoing 
difficulties in getting the SFT suite to function properly at BNL have further delayed SAM availability monitoring.  
Automated accounting is now expected to be done at date not yet defined integral to OSG from which it will be 
reported to WLCG.  

Milestones Changes and Actions

Comments and Additional Information

Milestones for Next Quarter

The officially define schedule for deploying a production 3D service is now October and is determined by central 
3D management. 

Complete physics infrastructure specification and 
planning

Begin Procurement of CPU/dCache disk upgrade

MSS upgrade operational

MSS upgrade order placed

LAN upgrade order placed

CPU/dCache disk upgrade order placed

Central disk upgrade order place

MSS upgrade installed

LAN upgrade operational

CPU/dCache disk upgrade installed

CPU/dCache disk upgrade operational

Complete physics infrastructure installation and 
commissioning
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ID Date Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape Status

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
UC-06-04 01.02.06 No RGMA Support Availavle for 

Condor
UC-06-09 15.04.06 Done First 300TB of disk are on site.    

Second 300TB on order
UC-06-10 15.05.06 Done First rack of 40 nodes expected 

July 20th
UC-06-11 15.05.06 Done The disks are installed, but due to 

delays in server arrival they have 
not been demonstated with 
dCache (Since installed and 
comissioned)

SC4-3 30.04.06 SRM, LFC, FTS, CE, RB, BDII, 
RGMA, VOBOXES

UC-06-12 01.06.06 Done The attempt at 24x7 support was 
very informative about the 
components not properly in the 
monitors.Many services left in 
24x7 support 

UC-06-13 01.06.06-
15.06.06

Done These tests were stretched into all 
of June, but were very useful to 
FNAL.   FNAL participated in 
transfers from CERN and to Tier-
2s as well as grid analysis

UC-06-14 01.07.06 1000 300+100 
resilient

300 350 100 Network >> Tape: 7 drives for 
CMS + 8 shared can make a total 
of 200 MB/sec

MOU-1 01.07.06 728 100 150 250 75 from WLCG MoU 
do not edit

UC-06-15 01.07.06 Optics Exist

UC-06-16 15.07.06 Done 280 dual core dual CPU Opteron 
nodes were commissioned 

UC-06-20 01.08.06 Done Large scale tests reading 
calibration paraleters were 
performed.   

UC-06-21 15.08.06 Done After delays with mySQL, 
Oracls Express, and 
interactions with Oracle 
support, all US Tier-2 sites have 
configured FTS channels

UC-06-22 01.09.06 Done Preparations for CSA06 
demonstrated issues with the 
SRM code, which were fixed.  
Stable running

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name

Ian Fisk

FNAL - US CMS
Project Name Date

2 Oct 2006

Milestones for the Quarter

RGMA (If Available  for Condor)

Tender of 300 Dual Core Dual Opteron Nodes

Tender additional 300 TB Disk and 50 Data 
Servers (100 Total)

Commissioning of Disk Storage

SC4: Set-up complete and basic service 
demonstrated

2 Week demonstration of 24/7 Support

Commissioning CPU Nodes

Calibration Demonstration with Frontier from 
LCG3D

Demonstration of FTS Channels

Demonstration of SRMV2 on the SE 
cmssrv.fnal.gov

Participation in CMS SC4 Activities (Rerun of 
CMS SC3 Goals with SC4 Infrastructure)

Second 10Gb/s Research lambda to StarLight

FNAL US CMS
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UC-06-17 01.09.06-
31.10.06

Started CSA06 began on Sept. 15 and 
will continue until November 
13th.

UC-06-18 01.09.06 In Progress Robot commissioning in 
progress

CPU Disk N=>Disk Tape N=>Tape

(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)
2000 400 2000 300 100

ID Date CPU Disk WAN=>Dis TapeWAN=>Tap Status Comments
(kSI2K) (TB) (MB/sec) (TB) (MB/sec)

UC-06-19 31.10.06

UC-06-20 11.01.06

UC-06-21 11.12.06

UC-06-22 11.21.06

UC-06-24 30.11.06

UC-06-25 Transition to 24/7 Operations Support

Commission final 300TB of 2006 disk 
procurements in the dCache system

Summary of Progress

ATLAS
CMS US-CMS is operating PhEDEx as a experiment service for transfers.    

Smooth stable operations.

During this quarter US-CMS has commissioned the 2006 procurements in preparation for the 50% scale 
production milestone at the end of the calendar year.    This included disk and CPU procurements as well as facility 
services.   Frontier and FTS were successfull deployed and tested.   We continue to find and solve scaling issues 
as the facility grows.

CSA06 Challenge

Commissioning of STK SLA8500 LTO3 Drives

Comments and Additional Information

VO Boxes Installations at the End of the Quarter
VO Status Comments

ALICE

In Production

LHCb

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Capacity Available at the End of the Quarter
Comments

50% complexity on facility resources and 
services

User Disk: 12 TB managed + 12 TB physics 
space

US-CMS was unable to meet the operations goals for passing the site functional tests throughout the summer 
vacation periods.   While in this case it did not impact the CMS workflow, it did demonstrate the need to increase 
the operational support at the Tier-1 center.    We fill grow the facility staff by two positions. 

Milestones Changes and Actions

Milestones for Next Quarter

References and Hyperlinks

Completion of CSA06

Increase in Facility Operations Support

FNAL US CMS
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Status Comments
SPI-1 31.12.05

30.09.06
Provide the tools for 
generating CMT and 
SCRAM configurations 
from a common generic 
configuration description 
based on XML description 
files. Be able to update the 
web and distribution's kits 
from the same description.

Achieved A first version of the tool to generate the distribution 
kits (tarballs)
from the XML description files has been created. The 
update of the web pages is now done by the script 
which generates the (binary) distribution kits from the 
XML description.

SPI-4 31.03.06
30.09.06

Generate CMT 
configuration and 
distribution kits from the 
common (XML based) 
configuration description.

Rechedule
d 31.12.06

Major updates in the LCGCMT environment were 
done which allow Atlas a significantly more easy 
integration of LCGCMT into their nightly build setup. 
This work was only finished late in September, so the 
work on this milestone was rescheduled.

SPI-6 30.09.06 Move the build 
infrastructure of the LCG 
AA projects from scram 
version 0 to scram version 
1. Provide the initial setup 
for the projects in 
collaboration with the 
experts on scram v1 from 
CMS.

Achieved In discussions with CMS it became clear that the 
future support for scram version 1 is unclear. 
Therefore it was decided, in agreement with the LCG 
AA projects and the AF to move instead to CMT as 
the build infrastructure. This work is now scheduled 
for Q4 (see SPI-8)

SPI-7 30.09.06 Port the external packages 
and SEAL to the 
osx104_ppc_gcc401 
platform (Mac OS X). 
Update the configurations 
to accomodate the new 
platform.

Achieved All external packages of the configuration LCG_47 as 
well as SEAL 1.9.0 are now ported to the 
osx104_ppc_gcc401 platform (Mac OS X). The other 
projects will start porting soon.

ROOT-9 30.06.06 
31.12.06

First version of CINT 
running directly with the 
Reflex data

In progress The time scale for this milestone has been very tight. 
It was postponed to the December release. During the 
initial implementation, we decided to be more 
ambitious than in the original plan and to take this 
opportunity to make deep restructuring of the CINT 
kernel, such that making a thread safe version of 
CINT later will be easier. The December release will 
include the first version of CINT based on Reflex. The 
next steps will be the changes in the ROOT meta 
classes to use directly the Reflex API instead of the 
CINT API. The intention is to support for sometime the 
current CINT as an option to the new Reflex-based 
version.

POOL-3 30.08.06 
31.12.06

Finalize the migration 
POOL/CORAL to the new 
platforms (MacOSX, 
SLC4_amd64) with regular 
builds, and full running of 
the functional and data 
regression tests. Migration 
to scram v1

Partial 
completion

POOL and CORAL are regularly released for the 
SLC4 platforms. The plan to use the new scarm 
version has been abandoned by the AF. The builds 
for OSX is depending on OSX ports of SEAL and 
externals which are not available yet.

Milestones for the Quarter

Project Name

Applications Area

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

2006 Q3
Report Period

Date
2-Oct-06

Author Name
Pere Mato

Applications Area
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POOL-4 30.09.06 
30.11.06

Development and 
deployment of  LFC-based 
lookup and DB 
authentication services of 
CORAL

Partial 
completion

LFC based DB lookup has been provided and 
released with POOL. The extension to allow 
authorisation based on LFC is well advanced and 
expected to be release by 30.11.06.

COOL-4 30.06.06
30.09.06 
31.12.06

Support for multi-channel 
bulk insertion operations.

In progress. 
Reschedule
d

This task was allocated to the one of the two ATLAS 
developers who have left the COOL project and 
therefore needs to be delayed until replacement 
manpower is available.

SIMU-9 30.06.06
30.09.06

Investigation of correction 
for test-beam data for 
validation of stand-alone 
simulation engines (VD617)

Achieved The first investigation, based on the ATLAS 
electromagnetic barrel calorimeter test-beam of 2002, 
on correcting some observables for digitization and 
reconstruction effects to allow validation of stand-
alone simulations engines has been done and already 
presented to the ATLAS Collaboration. Some further 
work, on the same test-beam data, is undergoing, and 
a presentation is scheduled for the next Physics 
Validation meeting (25 October).

SIMU-12 15.12.05 
31.10.06

Introduction of 
modularization of GDML 
files (SF537)

Achieved Both the GDML 'reader' and the GDML 'writer' have 
been extended to provide supports for modular GDML 
descriptions. The writer can 'split' the geometry into 
different files according to either the volume names or 
the 'level' in the geometry tree. The reader supports 
inclusion of GDML files one into another where either 
the whole geometry trees are included or only parts of 
them.

SIMU-4 31.12.05 
31.10.06

First results of the ATLAS 
combined and 2004 test-
beams data comparisons 
(VD532)

Achieved The results of CMS HCAL 2004 test-beam analysis 
has been presented, confirming the problem of the 
main Geant4 Physics List, QGSP, for the longitudinal 
shower shape at high beam energies. The first results 
of ATLAS combined 2004 test-beam has been 
presented, showing a good understanding of the 
material description and instrumental effects. Now a 
detailed validation of various Geant4 Physics Lists is 
possible, and is actively undergoing. A close 
collaboration between the ATLAS experimentalists 
and the Geant4 developers is foreseen in this phase.

A couple of new complete software configurations (LCG_46 and LCG_47) have been made available during the 
last quarter in the Applications Area. They include the new releases of ROOT, CORAL, POOL and COOL 
packages, which are currently used by the experiments for the various data challenges.
The production version of ROOT 5.12.00 was released on July 11th as scheduled with a new version of the User’s 
Guide. In includes, in addition to several new functionalities and bug fixes, a very interesting set of I/O 
optimizations for remote access such as read ahead, request grouping, etc. The work in adapting the CINT 
interpreter to the Reflex data structures is progressing rapidly and getting better estimates of the amount work 
involved. It is expected to have a first version for test purposes by the December release of ROOT.  

For PROOF, the last quarter has seen a lot of work in supporting the ALICE tests on the CAF. The main emphasis 
has been on implementing the ALICE prompt analysis CAF use cases. A number of new features have been 
implemented in the area of data file uploading, package management and monitoring. Also a lot of attention has 
been given to aspects of system reliability, robustness and performance. On the quite positive results has been 
extensively reported during a special ALICE - IT meeting and during the LCG AA internal review.

Summary Of Progress

The Generator services sub-project is being re-structured as a result of a number of concerns expressed by the 
leading authors of MC generators during the MC4LHC workshop in July at CERN. The project received the strong 
support from the experiments to continue under its original mandate: to provide services for well-maintained 
repositories of MC generators on LCG-supported platforms. The new project leader is preparing a new plan taking 
into account their concerns and will be presented on a special meeting in which all the stakeholders of the project 
are invited.

Applications Area
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Comments
SPI-8 31.12.06 Move the build 

infrastructure of the LCG 
AA projects from scram to 
CMT. Discuss with the 
experiments their needs in 
terms of modularity for the 
packages provided in 
LCGCMT.

New

SPI-9 31.06.07 Set up an automated build 
system including running 
the tests and providing a 
web based view on the 
status of the builds/tests.

New

POOL-7 31.12.06 Provide a python interface 
for CORAL 

New Similar to the FileCatalog and COOL package also 
CORAL should support scripting via python. 

POOL-8 31.03.07 Provide schema evolution 
for relational data 
according to a priority list of 
required use cases 
provided by the 
experiments.

New The time this milestone is expected needs to be 
confiermed by the feedback from the experiments.

COOL-7  31.12.06 New RecordSpecification 
API (to specify the 
precision of persistent data 
types) and port to AMD64.

New

COOL-8  31.12.06 Dynamic replication (at 
each replication request, 
only data inserted in the 
master database after the 
previous replication request 
is replicated).

New

COOL-9  31.12.06 Deployment of COOL 
database services at Tier0 
(separate instances for 
online and offline) and 
Tier1 for Atlas and LHCb 
with Streams replication.

New

New Milestones Proposals

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks

The AA internal review took place from September 18th to 20th. This review has been an opportunity for the AA 
projects to take a close look at the current status and at what still needs to be done in terms of new functionality 
before the LHC startup. It has also been very useful to inform the experiments and other projects of the progress 
that have been made during the last 18 months. The material for the review can be found at 
http://lcgapp.cern.ch/project/mgmt/rev200609. The final review report is not yet available at this time. Once this is 
done the report will be studied and possibly a number of new milestones will be proposed to cover the 
recommendations by the review committee.

Applications Area
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COOL-10  31.12.06 Implement a tag 'locking' 
mechanism to prevent 
changes to locked tags.

New

COOL-11  31.03.07 Support for MacOSX New

COOL-12  31.03.07 SQL query strategy 
optimizations (mainly for 
MV data retrieval, but also 
for other insertion and 
retrieval use cases).

New

COOL-13  31.03.07 New relational schema with 
fewer tables

New

COOL-14  31.03.07 Support for simple payload 
queries (lookup of IOVs by 
payload data).

New

ROOT-14 31.03.07 Improvements in the 
PROOF system to allow 
generic parallel processing 
and the introduction of 
resource scheduling.

New The following improvements in PROOF are expected:
- Improvements and extensions to the PROOF 
session Controller GUI
- Introduce resource scheduling for operating PROOF 
in a multi-user environment. The PROOF system 
needs to be interfaced with a scheduler such as LSF, 
etc. that will ensure efficient and fair usage of the 
available cluster resources.
- Adapt PROOF for generic parallel processing. In 
addition to analyzing events in a chain of files we want 
to use the PROOF infrastructure to run any set of 
related tasks in parallel.
- Flexible selection and management of feedback 
objects during queries. Implement the possibility to 
select any object that is created on a worker during a 
query for feedback.

Comments and Additional Information

Applications Area
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Status Comments

GD-9a 31.01.06 OSG Baseline Service Plans
Plan of the implementation of the 
baseline services on the OSG for SC4

Completed. 
25/09/06 

OSG deployment plan presented to the LHCC 
review.  Explains priorities for deploying all essential 
services.

GD-9b 31.01.06 NDGF Baseline Service Plans
Plan of the implementation of the 
baseline services on the NDGF for SC4

In progress.
Delayed.

Preliminary plans presented by NDGF at CERN at 
the meeting on 19/09/06.  Plans are incomplete and 
need significant additional clarification.

GD-5 28.02.06 System and application tests for SC4 
integrated in the Site
Functional Test (SFT) framework

Completed. 
30/09/06 

SAM framework in production.  This milestone is 
complete, but additional further work is ongoing on 
SAM and reliability testing. 

GD-13 30.06.06 Strategy for use of VOMS to prioritse 
jobs

In progress. Report from TCG working group is available.  Initial 
simple model implemented and under test at several 
sites.  ATLAS is evaluating.

GD-17 30.06.06 Strategy for convergence of 
accounting agreed (DGAS+APEL)

Completed.
30/09/06

Proposal is complete.  The implementation is in 
progress.  See presentation to October GDB by John 
Gordon: 
http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a057710 

GD-9b 31.07.06 Full set of service metrics regularly 
published by SAME(SFT)

Completed.
30/09/06

Availability measures have been published for 
several months.

GD-10b 31.07.06 glite CE deployed at all Tier-1 sites in 
production

In progress
Est. 6/07

gLite CE installed at 3 Tier 1 sites and CERN.  
Waiting for focussed debugging of the CE starting in 
November.
Depends on GD-19 & GD-16.

GD-15 31.07.06 gLite RB - bulk submission verified by 
experiments as ready for use in 
production (can replace old RB)

Completed.
30/09/06

The gLite RB has reached a level where it can be 
used at a reasonable rate by ATLAS and CMS.  Plan 
to replace the LCG RBs in production beginning now.

GD-11 30.09.06 Tier-1 sites achieve service reliability 
targets

In progress.
Est. 5/07

Stability of services is not sufficient.  This must be 
addressed through various efforts to improve service 
management, fabic monitoring, etc.

GD-14 30.09.06 Implementation in CE of VOMS roles 
and groups

In progress.
Est. 5/07

The gLite CE and information system contain all 
needed functionality.  Waiting for the results of the 
testing of simple implementation - depends on GD-
13

GD-16 30.09.06 gLite CE verified by experiments and 
sites as ready to replace old CE

Est.  4/07 depends on GD-19

GRID DEPLOYMENT

Project Name

Milestones for the Quarter

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3 Ian Bird

Deployment Area
Date

13 Oct 2006

Author Name

Deployment Area
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EXT-1 30.10.05 (DESY) dCACHE version suitable for 
SC4

In progress.  
Delayed until 
1/11/06

Agreement from FNAL on v2.2.  Expected ready for 
deployment by November.

EXT-2 30.11.05 (EGEE/JRA1) consolidated VOMS 
support in place and
operational

In progress.  
No change 
here yet, but 
see comments 
under GD-13.

VOMS service for LCG is up and running in LCg-2.7 
and gLite-3.0.   How this is used by individual grid 
services is under discussion and implementation.  
This will be a continuing process.  DPM in gLite-3.0 
implements groups and roles; dCache 
implementation under way; Castor-2 implementation 
is not first priority.  Working group on job priorities 
recommendations are being implemented.

EXT-6 31.01.06 (RAL/CERN) CASTOR 2 SRM for SC4 In progress. 
Delayed until 
1/11/06

Agreement from FNAL on v2.2.  Expected ready for 
deployment by November.

EXT-8 31.01.06 dCache SRM for SC4 ready for test by 
the experiments

In progress 
Delayed until 
1/11/06

Agreement from FNAL on v2.2.  Expected ready for 
deployment by November.

(no milestones for this quarter)

Work on an xrootd interface to DPM suitable for ALICE has begun.

SAM & monitoring
The SAM system is now in full production, although several of the tests have shown problems and will need adaptation for certain 
situations, and the full set of anticipated service tests is not yet there.  Availability metrics have been published for all Tier 1 sites 
for several months.  SAM also provides application APIs which have been tested and used by ATLAS.  The implementation of the 
OPS VO for SAM monitoring has been extremely slow with many sites not regarding this as a priority.  The OPS VO was required 
for OSG amongst others as the dteam VO was regarded as having too many members for the level of privilige it has.  The 
GridView tool has had numerous updates to include display of the SAM metrics and job status statistics as well as the file transfer 
statistics.

Significant effort has been devoted to debugging the gLite WMS to get it into a state suitable for the ATLAS and CMS service 
challenge use.  A large number of bugs were found and addressed rapidly by the developers.  In addition a large effort was put 
into understanding the interaction between the distributed components of the WMS and setting appropriate timeouts etc.  This 
took a long time and showed up a number of issues that will be addressed in later versions as they require changes to some 
components.  Implications for the configurations of machines hosting the WMS service were also uncovered, resulting in a set of 
recommendations for the deployment of this service.  The result of this work was to demonstrate that a single RB is capable of 
around 25-30K job submissions per day.  This is accpetable for ATLAS and CMS, but needs to improve over the next year.   A 
similar effort to debug the gLite CE is now beginning.  All components needed for job priorities via VOMS roles and groups are 
included in the WMS and CE now.

The VOMS service has now taken over from the older LDAP-based services, with these to be shutdown in October.  A serious 
bug in Oracle caused data corruption in the VOMRS database.  This has now been resolved, but the service was halted for 
several days while this was understood.  Data corruption was also observed in the LFCs due to the same Oracle bug.  

MIDDLEWARE AND SOFTWARE DEPENDENCIES

Summary of Progress
Middleware deployment.
gLite-3.0 is now fully deployed at close to 90% of all EGEE sites and the Tier 1 sites in the US.  Subsequent releases (gLite-3.0.1, 
3.0.2) have been produced and deployed to address many issues and bugfixes.  The model of updates for gLite has now evolved 
to faciltate updates of individual components or services, and several of these updates have been produced, together with 
updates to YAIM to support this mode.  

SRM MILESTONES

Deployment Area
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Status Comments

GD-18 31.10.06 Gap analysis - reassessment of state 
of middleware vs Flavia list.

Completed.
30/09/06

This is essentially superceded by the experiments' 
presentation on critical missing fucntionality at the 
LHCC review, and the corresponding middleware 
plans.

GD-12 30.11.06 NDGF integrated in SC4 operation - 
including reporting on Nordic Tier-2s

Delayed.
April 2007?

NDGF have participated in parts of the throughput 
testing, but do not have a service.

EXT-11 31.10.06 dCache with VOMS roles +ACLs ready 
for deployment

Delayed. Should be delayed until after 1/11/06 following SRM 
v2.2 plan.

EXT-12 31.10.06 Castor with VOMS roles + ACLs ready 
for deployment

Delayed. Should be delayed until after 1/11/06 following SRM 
v2.2 plan.

EXT-7 31.12.06 Implementation of VOMS roles and 
groups – placeholder - this can be 
defined only after final report of the 
baseline services group (end Nov 05)

Obsolete. This milestone is superceded by those above 
addressing VOMS in the middleware components.

SRM-1a 13.10.06 Integration of all SRM 
implementations succeeded at v2.2 
(integration week 9-13 Oct)

In progress. The SRM group decided not to run this integration 
week, but are regularly testing SRM interoperability 
as part of the SRM v2.2 development process.

GD-19 15.02.07 gLite CE tested and ready for general 
deployment in production

Not started A 3 month program of testing to prepare the CE for 
production use.

GD-20 31.12.06 DGAS+APEL included in gLite-3.1 In progress. The converged DGAS+APEL accounting package 
will be included in gLite-3.1.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Security.
A major security incident affecting many large HEP sites among others occurred during the summer.  While this was not grid-
related (i.e. did not make use of grid mechanisms) it did serve as a test for the incident response procedures and teams.   The 
experience resulted in a number of points that are being followed up.

SL4 migration:
There is a delay in building the distribution for SL4 and 64-bit machines. A number of issues were found with library 
incompatibilities in VDT-1.3 needed for this version as well as SSL problems for the 64-bit build.  These are being resolved 
together with the VDT team, and we anticipate a gLite distribution by the end of the year.  Meanwhile, it has been shown possible 
to run the WN code on SL4 (32&64 bit).  A recipe has been published on how to do this.

Milestones Changes and Actions

gLite-CE:
The gLite CE is not yeat ready for general deployment.  No serious testing has been performed.  All available testing effort has 
been devoted to making the gLite WMS of sufficient stability and scaleability to be used in the service challenge productions.  
Similar efforts now have to be devoted to the gLite CE.  Based on the experience with the WMS and its lack of production 
readiness, an estimate of 3 months to prepare the gLite CE is not unrealistic.

RFIO:
The long standing problem with incompatible rfio libraries in DPM and Castor has been addressed with a refactorised rfio library 
and plugins for DPM and Castor.  The library and the DPM plugin are under test by CMS.  The Castor plugin has been written but 
is not yet deployed in a test environment.

References and Hyperlinks

Milestones for Next Quarter

Deployment Area
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GD-21 30.06.07 DGAS+APEL fully deployed in 
production

Not started This depends on the gLite CE being in production: 
depends on GD-19, 16, 10b.

SRM-2 31.10.06 DPM: SRM v2.2 available for 
deployment

In progress. Depends on SRM-1a

SRM-3 31.10.06 dCache: SRM v2.2 available for 
deployment

In progress. Depends on SRM-1a

SRM-4 31.10.06 Castor: SRM v2.2 available for 
deployment

In progress. Depends on SRM-1a

Comments and Additional Information

Deployment Area
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Status Comments
JobReliabi

lity-1
Sep-06 DONE This activity is performed on the 

production service (trying to single out 
the well configured sites and study the 
middleware behavior) and on the test 
instances of WMS currently exposed 
to the experiments

Report on analysis activity:

# Active users

# Feedback

# Comparison with other tools in use 
in the collaboration

Identify and study the top sources of errors

JobReliabi
lity-2

Sep-06 Produce a daily list of "bad" sites with a report with 
the most frequent errors observed at each site

Milestones for the Quarter

Summary of Progress

Milestone JobReliability-2: Since August 19th, on the web we publish the "site of the day" (see for example, 
http://dboard-gr.cern.ch/dashboard/data/12-Sep-06.html) which publishes the efficiencies as seen by CMS jobs 
(ATLAS info also available but not in production). The drill-down functionality allows to start from a site, inspect the 
performance of individual CEs belonging to a site, inspect the breakdown of error messages and (for a subset of 
jobs) print the worker nodes where the error occurs. A table with the worker nodes with high error rate is also 
provided. This page has been improved with the feedback of the persons in GD in charge of operations; the 
system has been presented in several occasions and we plan to provided as a service to the operations team.

Milestone JobReliability-1: the analysis of the errors on LCG2 has been performed and discussed in several 
meetings, notably in the EGEE TCG (July meeting: http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a063153). The 
system is ready to be used on the gLite 3.x service (most development effort was concentrated on the new WMS 
during summer).

Status of the main milestones of the next quarter:
GANGA-AT2 and GANGA-LH2: Ganga public release 4.2 is out and the number of users is increasing (demo 
presentation at the LHCC comprehensive review in September: 
http://agenda.cern.ch/askArchive.php?base=agenda&categ=a057132&id=a057132s7t2/transparencies). The user 
base is increasing (especially in LHCb after the plenary presentation at the last collaboration meeting). For LHCb 
the main news is the integration with the LHCb bookkeeping system allowing the users to seamlessly select their 
datasets and import them in Ganga. For ATLAS, the main news is the integration with the distributed data 
management system (both to select the input data and to return and register the output data) and the new gLite 
resource broker.

DONE

Another activity in our section during this quarter (done in close connection with the CMS and ATLAS task Forces, 
the GD group and the middleware teams) is the validation of the new WMS (version 3.0.x). Within the CMS task 
force, the job robot system has been used to study performance and reliability of the WMS in view of CSA06. 
ATLAS production jobs have been submitted via the new WMS. The main result was a substantial improvements 
on the reliability of the new system and the demonstration that it was satisfying the CMS (and ATLAS) 
requirements for the next future.

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name

Massimo Lamanna

ARDA
Date

2 Oct 2006
Project Name

Status of the main milestones of the next quarter for the Experiment Dashboard:
DASHB-AT2 and DASHB-CM2: in the case of CMS, the milestone is basically achieved. In the case of ATLAS, the 
system has been developed in parallel with the new toolkit. This toolkit allows to access information via command 
line (which is the basis to create some automatic error -or critical conditions- detection). The toolkit has proved to 
be successful (it is the basis of the Job Reliability tools) and it also the basis of the dashboard components monitor 
the ATLAS data management (http://lxarda08.cern.ch/dashboard/request.py/sites)

ARDA
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Status Comments
GANGA-

AT2
Nov-06 Report on analysis activity:

# Active users
# Feedback
# Comparison with other tools in use 
in the collaboration

GANGA-
LH1

Nov-06 Report on analysis activity:
# Active users
# Feedback
# Comparison with other tools in use 
in the collaboration

DASHB-
AT2

Nov-06 Improved version in use in SC4:
# Management view
# Detailed views as defined by the 
experiment
# Drill-down functionality to track 
problems
# First automatic error detection

DASHB-
CM2

Nov-06 Improved version in use in SC4:
# Management view
# Detailed views as defined by the 
experiment
# Drill-down functionality to track 
problems
# First automatic error detection

During this quarter the activities connected to the task forces has progressed at a steady pace. We give here just a 
few highlights. The analysis system of ALICE is in use (~40 users in September). The system is the result of the 
integration of the original ALICE system with contribution of ARDA and EGEE middleware. In parallel, production 
activities are continuing on LCG resources. The main activity in CMS has been the finalization of the validation of 
the WMS 3.0.x in view of CSA06. The work during summer (in close contacts with all the players in the field, 
notably the developers and in collaboration also with the ATLAS production experts) yielded a solid system (now in 
production). ATLAS is ramping up production activities on LCG. LHCb is in production with DC06.

Milestones Changes and Actions

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

The new set of milestones has to be worked out by December 2006. The main news would affect the Job 
Reliability (new activity on the new WMS, FTS efficiency and reliability studies). The Experiment Dashboard has 
proved to be interesting for other VOs (also outside LHC) and LHCb is interested to evaluate the Experiment 
Dashboard.

Milestones for Next Quarters

Version 1.0 in use in SC4

Version 1.0 in use in SC4

Comments and Additional Information

Production version exposed to the user 
community and used in SC4.

Production version exposed to the user 
community and used in SC4.

The new set of milestones has to be worked out by December 2006, in particular the Job Reliability activity.

During this quarter, a substantial increase of user activity has been observed (and supported). During August, the 
API-service (bridging users requests and the grid infrastructure) was upgraded due to instabilities triggered by the 
increased load. In September, the number of active users ramped up to ~40 (remarkably stable over time)  as 
presented in the LHC comprehensive review.
Using the dashboard and job reliability technology developed for studying grid error rates, a new system has been 
set up to collect FTS information out of the ALICE FTD (File Transfer Daemon) and error rates per sites (CERN--
site) are listed and made available to the CERN operation team and the the FTS developers.

ARDA
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Status Comments
DBS-3 31.01.06 Experiment software framework 

includes the tested s/w and data 
definition for applications which 
will be deployed during SC4 (in 
particular the data definition for the 
subdector conditions). Applies to 
ATLAS, CMS and LHCb

In progress The definition of payload data for detector 
conditions is still in progress and is 
expected to still evolve.

DBS-7 31.05.06
new date
14.9.06

Service review workshop >> 
hardware defined for full 
production. Experiment and site 
reports after first 3 month of service 
deployment. Define db resource 
requirements for full service. 
Milestone for experiments and all 
tier 1 sites.

Completed The experiments have confirmed the 
existing db resources at Tier 1 for the next 
six month at the last 3D workshop. 

DBS-10 31.05.06
new date 
15.12.06

Replication Technology Write-up
Produce a document summarizing 
the experience gained with streams 
and frontier/squid in the 3D testbed 
and outline the expected 
advantages and issues with both 
approaches to guide the 
deployment test with the production 
setup.  

In progress The final version of this document together 
with the backup/recovery strategy is delay 
until the 3D site workshop in December.  

DBS-11 31.08.06 Backup/Recovery Strategy Write-
up
Produce a document summarizing 
the required service level for 
database backups at tier 0, 1 and 2 
based on the experiment input. This 
document should include the main 
recovery scenarios and describe the 
recovery procedures and expected 
latencies.  

In progress A draft proposal has been given on the last 
workshop and a more detailed draft 
document has been produced by CERN 
T0, which is expected to serve as a 
template also for (more limited) recovery 
support at Tier 1. These proposals will now 
be discussed with the experiment 
responsibilities.  The final version of this 
document together with the technology 
write-up is delay until the 3D site workshop 
in December. 

DBS-13 31.07.06 All phase 1 database and squid 
setup fully available for 
experiment replication tests - this 
includes the creation of the 
experiment schemata according to 
the experiment test plans and the 
publishing database monitoring 
data into the 3D monitoring 
repository

Completed The milestone for ASCC, BNL, CERN, 
CNAF, FNAL, GridKA, IN2P3 and RAL has 
been achieved at the 3D workshop 13-14 
Sept. 

DBS-14 15.08.06
new date
30.10.06

Database contacts for all phase 2 
sites defined. Database h/w 
acquisition and commissioning 
plans defined and started.

In progress Milestone for NDGF, NIKHEF/SARA, PIC 
and TRIUMF. All sites are working on the 
acquisition and TRIUMF is most advanced 
with all database h/w in place. All sites but 
PIC have nominated a database contact. 
We propose to delay the milestone to 
31.10.06 and ask the sites to add 
corresponding milestones to their 
milestone lists.

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3

Distributed Database Deployment
Project Name Date

2 Oct 2006

Dirk Duellmann
Author Name

Milestones for the Quarter

Distributed Database Deployment
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DBS-7 31.05.06
new date
14.9.06

Service review workshop >> 
hardware defined for full 
production. Experiment and site 
reports after first 3 month of service 
deployment. Define db resource 
requirements for full service. 
Milestone for experiments and all 
tier 1 sites.

Completed The workshop has been held at CERN 13-
14 September. The experiments have 
confirmed the existing db resources for the 
next six month. Phase 1 database and 
frontier/squid installations are ready. 
Databases at phase 2 sites are at all sites 
being worked on, but will be delayed.   

DBS-15 15.09.06
new date
30.11.06

Database setup at phase 2 sites 
available for integration into 3D 
setup and monitoring. 

In progress NDGF, NIKHEF/SARA, PIC and TRIUMF 
are now actively working on the database 
setup, still given the late start of the 
installation we propose to delay the 
milestone to 30.11.06. The sites are 
requested to add corresponding 

DBS-8 30.09.06 Full LCG database service in 
place - milestone for all Tier 1 sites 

Partially 
completed

The milestone has been achieved for all 
phase 1 sites and not yet achieved for 
the phase 2 sites (NDGF, NIKHEF/SARA, 
PIC and TRIUMF)

Status Comments
DBS-16 15.12.06 Database Administrator 

workshop preferably at one of the 
phase 2 sites

Planned

DBS-12 31.01.07 Service review (eg as part of a 3D 
workshop). Experiment and site 
experience reports after 3 month 
deployment of the full database 
setup. Planning of required s/w and 
h/w upgrades and service level.  
Possibly consolidation of database 
setup for grid middleware with the 
cluster setup for experiment 
databases. 

Planned milestone on ATLAS, CMS, LHCb and all 
WLCG Tier 1 sites

DBS-17 30.04.07 Database Administrator 
workshop preferably at one of the 
phase 2 sites

Planned

During the last quarter the production infrastructure has been largely taken over by the experiments for 
deployment tests with their applications. COOL for ATLAS and LHCb and ATLAS tags. All phase 1 sites are now 
in direct contact with the experiment teams and performance and stability results have been reported at the last 
3D workshop (13-14 Sept at CERN). Based on these results the experiments have confirmed their resource 
allocation at Tier 1 for the next 6 month, when the next scheduled resource review will take place. The replication 
test with LFC read-only replicas for LHCb has been completed sucessfully. Streams replication will now move 
into production between the LHCb database at T0 and CNAF as the first Tier 1 site.
The phase 2 site (NDGF, NIKHEF/SARA, PIC and TRIUMF) are all actively working on the comminsioning of the 
requested database setups, but will not be available as of 1. Oct for experiment use.   

new dates for existing milestones are given above.
Milestones Changes and Actions

References and Hyperlinks
Agenda for the 3D database workshop (13-14 September) : http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a063213

Comments and Additional Information

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Milestones for Next Quarters

These sites are asked to provide thier time plan for completion and add associated milestones to their milestone 
lists. On the Frontier side with only very few exception all installations have been sucessfully done at CMS Tier 
1and Tier 2 sites. CMS was able to run successfully the first larger scale tests with the new CMS software from 
200 client nodes at CERN against the Tier 0 Frontier/Squid installation.

Summary of Progress

Distributed Database Deployment
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Date
2 Oct 2006

Author Name
Kors Bos

Status Comments

GDB-6 05.07.06 GDB meeting at CERN Done Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB 
wiki page at: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
BoardGDB-7 06.09.06 GDB meeting at BNL Done Agenda, Summary and Report available from the GDB 
wiki page at: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeployment
BoardGDB-15 06.09.06 Storage Classes 

Assesment
Done A first report from a working group on implementation 

issues for the sites.

GDB-16 06.09.06 Job priority infrastructure Done A proposal has been made in earlier meetings and a 
first implementation should exist at a few few sites for 
evaluation

GDB-17 06.09.06 Planning for VOMS 
deployment

Done A timeline should be defined for switching from the 
LDAP to the VOMS services

GDB-18 06.09.06 First version of updated 
resource requirements from 
the expts.

Done In view of the more detailed LHC operations planning 
the requirements from the experiemnts may shift in time 
also.

GDB-8 30.09.06 User privacy issues 
resolved

Done Document to be discussed in Sept.2006

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
The Storage Classes implementation task force remains active and will organize more meetings to better 
understand how the model can best be implemented.

The EGEE TCG has denied the responsibility for providing a better method for Alice to implement its software 
on the worker nodes. It is this Class-1 service which makes the Alice VO box unpopular at many sites. The GDB 
had put as its task to get rid of all class-1 services in the VO boxes. This now remains an issue to be resolved.

Milestones Changes and Actions

Project Name

GDB Homepage at:http://lcg.web.cern.ch/LCG/Boards/GDB/gdb.html                                                               
GDB wiki page at: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GridDeploymentBoard

Grid Deployment Board
Report Period

After the more detailed planning for the LHC machine became available resource pledges and requirements 
have been discussed. The result has been a better and more detailed understanding of the resources needed 
and provided.

More policies have been presented and discussed and approved during the GDB meetings leading to a more 
complete and more consistent set of policies. Not all policies have been described and this remains an ongoing 
discussion.

Progress has been made on accounting procedures and first prototypes have shown the possibility of automatic 
cpu and storage accounting. A solution for the user privacy issue has been proposed but not yet implemented. 

Milestones for the Quarter

References and Hyperlinks

Summary of Progress

2006 Q3

Grid Deployment Board
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Status Comments

GDB-9 31.12.06 Storage accounting A first version of storage accounting using the BDII and 
APEL should be operational

GDB-10 31.10.06 SL4 migration (initialy only 
the worked nodes)

A first version of the middleware should be available on 
the October 2006 timescale

GDB-19 31.12.06 Final report from the 
storage classes assesment 
group

extra meetings have been organised in conjunction with 
the October and November GDB and a first 
implementation plan for the sites should be defined.

GDB-20 31.12.06 Simple Job Priority system 
available

as part of the middleware and installation scripts

GDB-11 31.12.06 OPN network rollout in 
Europe

Private solutions are being replaced by DANTE 
provided wavelengths in Europe. All T0-T1 links in 
Europe (except for Spain) in place.

GDB-12 31.12.06 OPN network operations in 
place

E2ECU has been defined and will be oprational in its 
first form.

GDB-13 31.07.07 Automated accounting Storage accounting will be automated but only jobs 
submitted through the grid will be automatically 
accounted.

GDB-14 31.07.07 Class 2 VOBoxes  replaced 
by class 1 VOBoxes

Detailed schedule being discussed in the EGEE TCG

Milestones for Next Quarter

Comments and Additional Information

Grid Deployment Board
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Status Comments
MS104 Apr-06 11/04/06: Coupled to MS100. Delay in line with the 

completion of the disk-to-disk transfer T0->T1
10/06/06: No change  
11/10/06: Site infrastructure not ready, milestone abandoned 
as its target and operational principles overlap with MS106     

MS106 Jul-06 11/04/06: On schedule, in coordination with SC4. Based on 
the resources availability at T1 centres (networks and 
storage), the transfer rates may be revised 
10/06/06: No change                                                                  
11/10/06 In progress. T1 centres providing FTS endpoints 
and SRM storage: CCIN2P3, CNAF, GridKA, RAL, SARA. 
Target rate 300 MB/sec for a week, corresponding to a push-
out rate for Pb+Pb data during the LHC shutdown 

MS107 Jul-06 11/04/06: On schedule, in coordination with SC4. T1 support 
for T2 centres (without announced regional support) is being 
negotiated.
10/06/06: No change                                                                  
11/10/06: Delayed, pending successful completion of MS106

MS108 Sep-06 11/04/06: There is no delay anticipated, pending however on 
the successful completion of phase 1 of  PDC06 (see MS10) 
10/06/06: No change
11/10/06: the first phase of PDC06 has produced the 
required amount of data which are now ready to be 
analyzed. The framework for analysis (PROOF and 
distributed analysis) is in place and under limited test. Large 
scale tests will start within the present month.

MS109 Sep-06 11/04/06: There is no delay anticipated, pending however on 
the successful completion of phase 2 of  PDC06 (see 
MS108) 
10/06/06: No change
11/10/06: same comment as for MS108

Report Period Author

2006 Q3 Yvez Schutz

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT
Project Name Date

ALICE 2.10.06

Milestones for the Quarter
T0-T1 disk-disk (nominal 
rates) disk-tape (50-
75MB/s). First chance to 
push out data, 
reconstruction at CERN

T0-T1 disk-tape (nominal 
rates). Second chance to 
push out the data. 
Reconstruction at CERN 
and remote 
centers.

T1-T1, T1-T2, T2-T1 and 
other rates according to 
the rated defined in the 
TDR.

Scheduled analysis 
challenge in T1s.

Unscheduled challenge in 
T2s.

Summary of Progress
The AliRoot software has gained in stability and is approaching the final configuration for processing real data in 
winter 2007. Technical changes are continuously implemented to improve the modularity of the framework and the 
robustness of the code. The memory consumption, which was a major concern, has been significantly lowered 
during data reconstruction. The calibration and alignment framework has been fully implemented and has been 
successfully exercised in production tests stressing the queries to the Offline Calibration Data Base. The 
simulation of the raw data flow has been implemented for all detectors and includes: the generation of simulated 
data in the raw-data format, the reconstruction starting from the raw-data format and the embedding of simulated 
events into real raw data. The commissioning of the offline framework has started together with the commissioning 
of detectors (PHOS and TPC) including the Root-ification of raw data, geometrical and DDL mapping, registration 
in the AliEn file catalogue and the reconstruction of the raw data. 

 The Physics Data Challenge is in production mode since April 2006. All the ALICE Tier1s, except NGDF, and 
about 30 Tier2s contribute to the exercise. 
The central ALICE services have reached a near production level. Seven millions of pp events have already been 
produced as requested by the Physics Board. 
This Physics Data Challenge is also extremely useful for the training of experts in the sites and the collection of 
operational experience. 
The storage architecture remains a concern and will require additional work in particular in view of the upcoming 
challenge including user driven distributed analysis. 

ALICE
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Status Comments
MS110 Nov-06

MS111 march-
07

MS112 march-
07

MS113 march-
07

MS114 April-07

MS115 June-07

MS116 June-07

MS117 Jun-07

MS-118 Sep-07

EXTMS-
01

Dec-06

EXTMS-
02

Dec-06

EXTMS-
03

Dec-06

Milestones Changes and Actions
The major actions will be: commissioning of the offline framework together with the detector commissioning, user 
driven analysis challenge, understand with the sites the availability of resources.
We plan to start a new Physics Data Challenge in January 2007 with the following tasks:
 a) Introduction of new sites in the ALICE GRID
 b) Tests and deployment of SE with integrated xrootd (CASTOR2, dCache, DPM)
 c) Further production of MC data for physics and detector performance studies
 d) Testing and deployment of new AliEn releases
 e) Testing of EGEE GRID services (RB, FTS, VO-box)
 f) Testing of conditions data infrastructure
 d) Continuation of data analysis on the GRID
 e) Testing of new applications (AliRoot, ROOT, Geant3, Fluka) 
f) GRID experts training, user training

The data movement challenge, coordinated with the LCG SC4, involving transfers from the Tier1s to the CERN 
Tier0 and replication of  data from the Tier0 to the Tier1 has not yet reached its goal of sustained 300MB/sec 
transfer rate. So far only a peak rate of 150MB/sec during a short period could be achieved. 
The parallel analysis framework based on PROOF and to be deployed on the CAF is operational and tested by 
several concurrent users. The expected performance could be reached demonstrating the validity of the approach. 
Many analysis modules integrated in the AliRoot analysis framework are developed within the Physics Working 
Group and will be tested with the data produced in the PDC either within the distributed environment or n the CAF. 
Monthly tutorial sessions are organize to train ALICE collaborators for using the AliRoot framework and perform 
analysis on the GRID.

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
The situation of the computing resources made available to ALICE is evolving only slowly with the addition of a 
few new sites. The deficit of resources has also been slightly reduced in 2007 and to lesser extend in 2008 taking 
into account the revised LHC start-up scenario. However, in 2009 the situation will become again very worrisome. 
In addition, the resources made available or usable for the PDC by the sites is far from the pledged resources. 

Comments and Additional Information

AliRoot Release: final MC 
for day 1 geometry 

AliRoot release: final 
reconstruction for day 1 
run

Validation of AliRoot data 
format by detector 
commissioning

Start of PDC07: MC for 
day 1 data

All  sites pledging 
resources configured for 
ALICE V0

xrootd interfaced to 
dCache

xrootd interfaced to DPM

AliEn release and 
deployment

AliRoot release: data 
analysis packages for day 
1 physics

xrootd interfaced to 
CASTOR2

References and Hyperlinks

Milestones for Next Quarter
AiRoot Release

AliEn release and 
deployment

ALICE
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Status Comments
ATL-CSC-05-
01

30/11/2005     
15/9/2006

Done 
22/09/06.

The required functionality for CSC tests 
(complete as-installed detector geometry 
and full usage of the COOL conditions 
database for calibrations and alignments) is 
available with software release 12 (May 
2006) plus bug fixes. The first bug fix 
release 12.0.1 was built on 1 July 2006. 
Release 12.0.3 was built on 22/09/06 and 
distributed. Production started.

ATL-CSC-06-
03

15/5/2006    
06/7/2006

Done 
6/07/06.

CSC/SC4 Planning Workshop took place 
on 6 July 2006.

ATL-REL-06-
02

7/31/2006 Done 
14/7/06.

Work now in progress towards a full release 
on SLC4 in January 2007.

ATL-CSC-06-
04

9/15/2006 Done 
22/09/06.

Merged with ATL-CSC-06-04.

ATL-CSC-06-
05

9/30/2006 In 
progress.

Merging of simulated data files with different 
physics processes to produce realistic "raw" 
data files as input to the streaming test is in 
progress.

Milestones for the Quarter
Start of simulation production for 
Computing System 
Commissioning.

Tier-0 functionality tests have been performed in June-July and again in September-October, reaching the nominal 
internal data transfer rates.
Tier-0 -> Tier-1 tests have also been performed, with the addition of partial Tier-1 -> Tier-2 transfers, during 
Summer and Autumn; nominal rates have not been reached yet to all sites (and NDGF did not take part at all), 
several issues were identified and partially addressed already.
Software release 12.0.3 is now in production; full simulation of 20M events during the next 2 months is foreseen for 
Computing System Commissioning (CSC) tests. Tuning of the reconstruction continues in view of release 13 in 
January 2007.
Preparations for the streaming test started. "Streaming" in this context means using trigger information to form 
parallel physics event streams on the output of HLT processing, and keeping the structure throughout further 
processing.

Summary of Progress

SLC4/gcc345 nightly builds 
underway in both 32 and 64-bit 
modes

Data Streaming test begun

CSC production started with 
release 12.0.X

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006Q3
Authors

Dario Barberis

ATLAS
Project Name Date

10 Oct 2006

Definition of SC4 detailed 
milestones.

References and Hyperlinks

Milestones Changes and Actions

Outstanding Issues since Last Report
The performance of the DDM system, when used as part of the distributed production system and to transfer data 
other than the Tier-0 -> Tier-1 scheduled transfers, is still below expectations in terms of robustness. We are about 
to review our components and the way we use Grid m/w tools.
The Tier-0 -> Tier-1 export data rates are much lower than we thought should be achievable at this stage; the rates 
absorbed by several sites fluctuate frequently, decreasing the total export rate to an average of 400 MB/s, instead 
of the target 800 MB/s.

ATLAS
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Status Comments
ATL-CSC-06-
05

9/30/2006 In 
progress.

Merging of simulated data files with different 
physics processes to produce realistic "raw" 
data files as input to the streaming test is in 
progress. The actual streaming test will 
take place in late October and November.

ATL-CSC-06-
06

10/15/2006 In 
progress.

ATL-CSC-06-
07

10/31/2006 In 
progress.

ATL-CSC-06-
08

11/30/2006 In 
Progress.

ATL-GTS-06-
01

11/30/2006 Workshop 
and 
review 
planned 
for 20-22 
November 
2006.

ATL-GTS-06-
02

11/30/2006 In 
progress.

All Tier-1s (at least) must implement 
production queues (or shares) and reserve 
a ~80% quota of the ATLAS share for 
production work.

ATL-DBD-
06-01

12/15/2006 In 
progress.

Currently ATLAS started testing of half of all 
3D Phase I sites, with one site passing all 
the tests.

ATL-EDM-
06-01

12/31/2006 In 
progress.

ATL-DBD-
07-01

1/31/2007 In 
progress.

Needed in preparation for ATLAS 
Calibration Data Challenge.

ATL-REL-07-
01

1/31/2007 In 
Progress.

Milestones for Next Quarter

Conclusion of Phase 2 of the Tier-
0 functional tests. 
Target is to reach and sustain the 
nominal data transfer rates 
between all internal components.

Data Streaming test begun

Conclusion of the Tier-0 -> Tier-1 
-> Tier-2 data transfer tests.
Targets are the nominal export 
rates to all Tier-1s and to at least 
50% of the Tier-2s in each Tier-1 
cloud.

Conclusion of Data Streaming 
tests.

Review of DDM system.

Decision on T/P technology and 
reconstruction data formats.

Production system uses the 
VOMS production role and 
production queues, or shares, on 
all Tier-1 sites.

Testing is extended to all six 
ATLAS Tier 1 3D Phase I sites 
with both dedicated test data and 
access to some real data with 
Athena test jobs.

Use of data replicated via 3D 
services by ATLAS production 
jobs.

Comments and Additional Information

Software release 13. Includes full 
support for misalignments and 
miscalibrations in the 
reconstruction. Built also for 
SCL4 on 32-bit and 64-bit 
platforms.
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Status Comments
CPT-402/C 1-Apr  Computing Systems Ready for SC4 completed Milestone met on June 1st

CPT-404/C 1-Sep Computing Systems at Tier-0, Tier-1 
and Tier-2 centers ready for CSA06 
Data Challenge

completed Milestone met on September 15. T1's 
and T2's were validated and exercised 
as part of SC4, demonstrating service, 
storage and processing capabilties

CPT-
404/Eve50M

30-Aug Delivery of 50M Simulated Events for 
CSA06

completed Level-3 Milestone. 60M events were 
simulated on T1 and T2 and copied to 
CERN by Sept 15

CPT-
404/T0FFP

30-Aug Tier-0 Fully Functional Prototype completed Level3 Milestone. Completed by Sept 15 
with a Tier0 prototype running CSA06 
workflow at required rate

CPT-4-04-
Eve50M

30-Aug Delivery of 50M events for CSA06 Completed Level3 Milestone. Completed on Sept-15

CPT-4-00-
prepCSA06

15-Sep CSA06 start (al preparation 
complete)

Delayed Level3 milestone. CSA06 to start on Oct 
2

The workflow submitted via the JobRobots were realistic analysis jobs using new CMS Software framework 
(CMSSW) reading data from local disk storage via the CMS data management catalogs, and this activity allowed 
to validate and exercise toward CSA06 goals all the CMS Tier1's and 20 Tier2's. The CMS/WLCG Taskforce has 
also been working on the new gLite WMS toward the goal of 50K jobs submitted per day, which we can not meet 
with current LCG WMS. In preparation of CSA06, more than 60M events were simulated with the new software 
and the new computing systems, the simulation was carried out at all Tier1 centers and 20 Tier2. Data have been 
staged locally at the site, merged into large files and transferred to CERN.

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3

CMS
Project Name

Milestones for the Quarter

Summary of Progress

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

CMS computing activity in last three months was mostly carried out under two main streams. SC4 to validate sites 
and tools, and production of simulated data in preparation of CSA06 (combined Computing, Software and Analysis 
challenge). During SC4, the scaling behavior of the system was tested using automated workloads submitted by 
JobRobots and ten thousands of jobs were run per day. In a period of 3 months ending in mid-August a total of 3 
PetaByte of CMS datasets were transfered between storages systems through the worldwide Grid. After a lot of 
debugging, integration and commissioning work, data transfers from CERN to the Tier-1 centers regularly 
achieved rates of 150MB/sec, corresponding to about 25% of the nominal rates. Full  rates of up to 450MB/sec 
were achieved for extended periods, although not regularly. Work on improving throughput and robustness of data 
transfers is continuing as part of the joint CMS/WLCG Integration Taskforce. 

Milestones Changes and Actions
Start of CSA06 was delayed by two weeks, at the same time we have decided to enter continous running phase 
immediately at the beginning of October.

References and Hyperlinks
CMS CSA06 is further documented here 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/CSA06 and at links therein
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Status Comments
CPT-4 17-Nov CSA06 completed. Including usage 

of LCG 3D tools for remote DB 
access.

Level1 milestone

CPT-4-00-
prepCSA06

2-Oct CSA06 start (al preparation 
complete)

Level3 milestone

CPT-4-00-
startupCSA06

1-Oct Start CSA06 sustained running 
phase

Level3 milestone

CPT-4-00-
runCSA06

31-Oct Complete CSA06 sustained running 
phase

Level3 milestone

CPT-4-00-
cleanupCSA0
6

15-Nov CSA06 complete (include any rerun 
tests)

Level3 milestone

CPT-5-02 15-Dec Computing systems re-visisted based 
on CSA06 lessons-learned

Level2 milestone

Milestones for Next Quarter

Comments and Additional Information
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Status Comments
31.05.06 started in 

July
Data distribution ongoing at ~3MB/s 
from CERN to Tier1's (see below for 
problems)
Reconstruction running at 5 / 7 sites

Status Comments
31.10.06 replication 

test ongoing
The sub-detector component of this 
milestone has been delayed until early 
2007 so all tracking sub-detectors will 
have their code in place. It is still 
envisaged before the end of the year 
to look at the mechanics of database 
replication/job triggering as a pure 
computing exercise. We note the 
delay at some phase 2 sites for 3D 
deployment

30.11.06

Dec'06

QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT

Report Period

2006 Q3
Author Name
Nick Brook

LHCb
Project Name Date

2 Oct 2006

Summary of Progress

Milestones for Next Quarter

Milestones for the Quarter

The data distrbituion & reconstruction has gone smoothly at 5 centres. There were problems with access to data 
from the MSS at 3 others. These issues seem solved at 2 centres; we await deployment of a new version of 
dcache to solve the remaining issue. The stripping phase is imminent

Data access issues at some T1 centres

Start data processing phase of DC'06 
(over a 2 month period):
(I) data distribution (125 TB)
(II) reconstruction/stripping (CPU: 
~300kSI2k.monnths; MSS:~200TB)
(III) distribution of stripped data (2.2 TB 
disk storage at each Tier-1)

Comments and Additional Information
Over the next quarter (until Easter 2007) LHCb is undergoing a major production. This includes all aspects 
anticipated in the DC06 data challenge earlier in the year

mechanics of database replication/job 
triggering as a pure computing exercise 
(see comment in 17)

Outstanding Issues since Last Report

Milestones Changes and Actions
Delay in stripping phase. Its start is imminent

References and Hyperlinks

Software release for "physics book" 
production

Alignement/calibration challenge
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